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Her Light Is Shining
by Florence Williams Ray
OCALA - On my recent
visit to the New Jersey area, I

chanced to meet a dynamic
minister who caused me to
pause and take a second look
at Maty H. Hodge of Bethany

Baptist Qiurch in Somerdale,
NJ. I discovered that she grew
up in Ocala, but far beyond

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

always be an available vessel;
whether its teaching, preach
ing, or reaching others. I’ve
been saved to serve!” She was
trained at the Bethany Baptist

graduate of Central Florida
College (formerly Hampton Jr.
College) with an Associates
degree in Business. She attend
ed the University of Pennsyl
vania (Wharton School) con

. Church Ministers Training
School under the auspices of

centrating on Business Man

Bishop David G. Evans from

nates, directs and participates
in all field evangelism efforts
including Street/Community

member here since 1993. She
is the single mother of a 19

more at Temple University’s
Ester Boyer College of Music.

Her son, Derrik Anthony is on
the Derm's list and Bass Gui
tarist for Bethany Baptist
Church.

year old son who is a sopho

at Jamesburg, NJ; Camden
County Correctional Facility

agement and Marketing. She

1993 to present She received

he ministerial license Sunday,
May 18, 1997 and was

at Camden, NJ; Prison Min

troubled youth and takes great
joy in her dedication.

ARCO Chemical Company)

appointed as Ministers In

Riverfront State Prison with

retiring in June, 1999 after 29

Training Female Coordinator

1600 inmates and South Wood

Minister Mary H. Hodge is
the daughter of an outstanding

years.

in 1997.

State

Hodge is now in full time

Minister Hodge directs

community worker in Marion
County, Bertha and the late

ministry of which die states
her objective is: “To be used as

and trains Bethany’s Teen
Counselors; Coordinator of

Ben Kyler. She is a graduate of

a servant of God according to
His will in spreading the glori

Timothy Evangelism Out
reach program for adults; a

ous gospel of Jesus Christ. To

class instructor, trains, coordi

Howard High School, where
her favorite teacher, Mis. Thel

Harvest Recording Choirs; a
staff minister of Bethany Bap
tist under pastor Bishop David
G. Evans. She has been a

events, College (Villanova
University), Nursing Homes,
Jails, including Jamesburg
Correctional Facility for Boys

was employed by Lyondell
Chemical Company (formerly

that, she is on a mission to help

Mary H. Hodge

ma Parker taught. She is a

istry Outreach Opportunities at

Prison

with

F*WARP
^HOMICIDE
jQ

3 CALL 732-9111

1200

inmates.

Minister Hodge is Secre

tary of Bethany Baptist
Church Yearly E/C Power of
God conference; member of

the Sanctuary and Abundant
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90th Birthday What Is The Price Tag For
Celebration— Justice? ——-------- --------------I have never fanned before. I’ve never milked a
cpw, pulled an ear of com or planted a single seed in fer

Joe Gentry, one of the first black dairy farmers in

Tennessee, has been farming since 1953 and has been

tile ground.

But I almost cried when I met elderly men who have
been fanning for more than half a century who came to

passed over for loans for years. He told me stories of
how he and his white counterparts would go and apply
for loans on the same day. The white farmers would

Tennessee State University this week in hopes of receiv
ing some type of reparation for the unfair, and in some

have their money in hand sometimes as soon as the next

cases criminal, treatment they faced when trying to get
money from the government to run their farms, and ulti

day. Gentry most often would be denied or not granted
the loan until several years later. In one instance, he
applied for a loan in 1989. The loan was granted four

mately survive. They are just a few of the estimated
4,000 black farmers nationwide who will share in a
$375 million lawsuit reached last month between the

farmers and the U.S. Department of Agriculture,.
When I first heard about African-American farmers
charges of discrimination, I didn’t pay much attention.
Minorities in this country face prejudices and unfair

Bessie Lee Carter & Gertrude McCray Carter

judgement every day. What was the difference with the
fanners? Why should they receive, special treatment?
Then interviewed some of the farmers and heard their

years later, in 1993. In several cases, Gentry would fill
out the loan forms for white fanners who were unable to
do it themselves. Still, the government’s financial deci

sions. on the two. similar applications were very:differ
ent.
“We often called the government for assistance,”
said Pat Gentry, Mr. Gentry’s sister. “But when they saw
that we were African Americans, the whole attitude
towards the situation change. They were no longer as

eager to help us,”

experiences.

Please see

pg. 15

OCALA- A 90th Birth

renewing their wedding vows.

day celebration for . Gertrude
McCray Carter was held on

Mrs. Carter, a housewife,
has never worked outside her

Saturday, June 5th, at St Paul

home. She enjoyed the years

A.MJE Church in the Multi-

of taking care of her family by

Purpose Building, the Rev.
James D. Sykes, Sr., D.D., Pas
tor.

instilling family values in

TALLAHASSEE - Re
nowned educator Marva

them.
On October 6, 1978, the

Collins, owner of Westside

room and are working togeth
er to correct deficiencies that

Preparatory School in Chica

exist”

This celebration was given
by her family. The Birthday
celebration was great arid will

Lord called Frank Carter, Sr.,
home. This move left the fam
ily broken-hearted but riot tom

long be remembered.
A sweet and lovely person,

apart. Enduring the many

she is one who loves her fami
ly, arid her family loves her.
May God continue to bless

you, Mrs: Cartel; for you are
blessed.

Mrs. Gertrude McCray

Carter, bom on June 5,1909,
one of 12 children to the late
Hany and Florida McCray,
Ashville, FL. Being educated

hardships, this family has

remained dose with all praises
given to the Lord Jesus Christ.
Mrs. Carter has 12 children
(3 are deceased), 40 grandchil
dren, 81 great-grandchildren

Renowned Educator visits FAMU
school system and in the class

go, delivered the keynote
address fo 500 educators at the

Educators Gala during Florida
A&M University’s “Reunion
Weekend ‘99” in Tallahassee
and toured schools in Havana

and Quincy.

vate at risk children during an
educational workshop.

Mary Lee Carter; Bessie
Lee Carter (OJ. McDonald);

dents of any color or creed,”

“Take me to class with stu
said . Collins. “Leave me with

L-R: Marva Collins and Frederick S. Humphries

in Columbus County, St.

Rosa Mae Carter Binins

Phillips A..M.E. Church
School, she came to know the

(Johnny);

Cheely; Andrew Frank Cartel;

dren.”

Lord at a veiy young age.

Jr., (Deceased); Mary Alice
(James);

Her message focused on
the need for teachers to moti

them before they care about

she met Andrew Frank Carter,

Queen Carter; Annie Mae

vate themselves and to reeval

and on December 24, 1927,

King; Carolyn Carter Wade

they were joined in holy matri
mony. On December 24,1977,

Growing up in Ashville,

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F.
Carter, Sr., celebrated 50 gold
en years of marital bliss by

Carter

Roberta

Mobley

Carter

the kids for 20 minutes and I’ll

give you back different chil

the workshop.

The audience had an op

cation'. The evening affair
brought together local mer

by fee vice president, Voncea

“As of this moment, you are

chants, nurses and community
members for a fon-filled eve

publicity, gave fee benediction

ning of fashions for men,

and served as general coordi

nator.
Chairperson for the fash

planning to conduct another

women and children.
Susie's Beauty Salon,
EACES and Couture Renais

workshop in August 2000.
Collins will return to FAMU

sance displayed their beautiful
fashions which were modeled

couraged fee audience to join
fee GGBNA in its efforts to

and address an anticipated
audience of2000 teachers. The

by members of GGBNA as

create a healthier environment
for fee greater Gainesville

week-long conference will
focus on key issues such as

ing curriculums, and disci

well as models furnished by
the businesses themselves.
There were many proud

recipients of door prizes from
the audience, and the evening

chapter and were welcomed

Brusha. Princie Mikel, chair of

ion show, Veronica Iogan, en

community by continuing
their support of scholarship

efforts as well as attending fee

Annual Health Fair to be held

teachers develop teaching

festivities were given an extra
flare with music played by

Martin Luther King Multi-

strategies that will make for

Doug Cam, Jazz Pianist from

Purpose Center.

University’s attempt to bring

(Carl); Shelly Mae Carter

uate their dedication to the pro
fession.

Dr.
Brenda
WrightThompson, assistant dean of

about educational reform in
the area.” said Thompson. We

(Deceased); Laura L Carter;

“It’s important that stu-

education, helped coordinate

have identified problems in the

more effective
instruction.

on October 8th and 9th at fee

classroom

Carter

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

(Deceased).

words.

in Havana and Quincy and
challenged them academically.

what you know,” she said.

M.

the fashions and her unique

way of entertaining with

portunity to view a display of
the public service workshops
held over fee past year by fee

pline. Collins will also help

Lorene

mer wear. The second annual
fashion show, held by mem
bers of the Greater Gainesville

audience involved and in
trigued with her narration of

around the theme, 'Swing into
Spring with Fashions for Edu

“This is Florida A&M

and

and adults modeled the latest
fashions for spring and sum

rooms in Gadsen County
schools. She spoke to children

motivating children, develop

dents know you care about

Daytona Beach. Vivian Filer,
president of GGBNA kept the

Nurses Association, centered

According to Thompson,
the College of Education is

style arid her ability to moti

GAINESVILLE-Excite
ment filled the room at the
Holiday Inn West as children

Collins also visited class

excellent,” Collins said to the
children.

The Chicago educator also
shared her unique teaching

and 32 great-great-grandchil
dren.
Her children are:

GGBNA s Second
Annual Fashion Show
Held-------------------------

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

100 Black Men Of America Present Burger King With Corporate i Of TKe Year Award
ATLANTA - 100 Black
Men of America, a national

alliance of African-American
male mentors devoted to help

ration’s

Dennis

of 100 Black Men. “This

this opportunity to thank the

Malamatinas during the 100

involvement and meaningful

award recognizes Burger
King’s outstanding commit

100 Black Men, our cus
tomers, employees and suppli
ers. Buiger King Corporation

diversity help a company’s

is an employer of choice for

efforts have had, and will con

people for all backgrounds.
We will continue to make

tinue to have, an immeasur

able and positive impact on the
communities they serve. Com

CEO

Black Men’s National Con
vention in Detroit this week.

ing African-American youth,

"Buiger King has set a

announced that Buiger King

Corporation has been selected

standard for community
involvement, diversity and

as its “Corporation of the

inclusion for other corpora

Year.” The award will be pre

sented to Buiger King Corpo-

ment and achievements.”
“We are honored to have
been selected as “Corporation

minorities in corporate Ameri

America is a non-profit organi

the 100 Black Men of Ameri

ca has over 86 chapters in 27

bottom line,” said Mr. Dortch.

ca are not as they should be.
Therefore, we are especially

zation comprised of men in
business, industry, public

“But Burger King’s outreach

pleased and duty bound fo

affairs, government and the

states, tlie District of Colum
bia, the United Kingdom,

acknowledge Burger King’s

professions, who share a com

Kingston, Jamaica, Senegal

efforts and accomplishments.

and the Bahamas.

The 100 Black Men ofAmeri

mon goal of improving the
quality of life for African-

ca is proud to call Burger King

Americans and other minori

our friend.”

ties. With international head

tions to emulate,” said Thomas

of the Year” by the 100 Black
Men ofAmerica,” said Binger
King’s
CEO
Dennis

diversity a part of our core
business values.”

Dortch, Jr., National President

munity involvement, diversity,

Malamatinas. “I want to take

“Obviously; community

inclusion and respect for

The 100 Black Men of

quarters in Atlanta, Geoigia,

READ A
newspaper
every DAY
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Records Indicate Subscription Increase
For The Weekly Challenger...Here’s Why
A

Jordan Park Hope VI
Demolition Approaches
ST.

PETERSBURG -

The Hbefc/y Challenger,

With the prospect of Jordan

the fastest growing African-

Park’s demolition close at

American owned and widely

hand, contractors need to get
ready now to bid for th mil

read newspapers in the state of
Florida. It has been made

lions in potential contracts.
Contracting opportunities

, available for more than 30

nn
•Informal and formal
formal pre-

other potential employees.

The three-hour workshop

qualification dates and proce

at PTEC, 901-34th Street
South in St. Petersburg begins

dures;
•The Scope of Work of the

at 11 a.m. Early and full par
ticipating will better enable
those who attend to get a head

HOPE VI project;
•ATimetable for Construc

start on contract opportunities,

tion Phases of the project;
•Professional
Services
Contracting Opportunities,

4 years, with a history of pro
viding information on both

for the $27 million demolition

national and local levels that is

the city’s oldest public housing
apartment complex, are the

begin

focus of an important Con

according to Mitch Bryant,

torial;
•An overview of the City

struction Planning Workshop

HOPE TV Coordinator for the

of St. Petersbuig’s Construc

on Saturday morning, June
26th at PTEC, the St. Peters

St.

tion Opportunities.
In addition to the Housing

and rebuilding of Jordan Park,

of importance to our commu
nities, more specifically the
African-American communi

"I really enjoy The
Challenger, and I'm push
ing to get more individuals
to take out home delivery
subscriptions. The
Challenger provides excel
lent reading material for a
very large audience, and
the information keeps the
community abreast of the
many businesses that sup
port the paper and many
current events both locally
and nationally—You should
subscribe today!"

ty
More and more we’ve
found The Weekly Challenger
in greater demand in areas
through the entire Central and

North Florida areas-from Pen
sacola to to Panama City,
Florida as well as the circula
tion in states throughout the
United Stales that target the
same audience.
In weeks to come we will
be involving and interviewing
more individuals from various

— Deloris Howard

'The Weekly Challenger

is

really a good paper. It
doesn't do all that it should
as far as reporting on
important things in the
community, but it is one of
the better newspapers. As
a matter offact, it can be
and it should be the lead
ing paper for this community-this is a very positive
position for them to take.
More of us should sub
scribe to read and submit
pertinent information to
The Challenger to help
promote its growth."

is one of
the first papers I read as a
child. Mr. Johnson hired
me in Circulation when
they started this depart
ment. It has always been a
positive newspaper—never
anything negative. I've
known Mr. Johnson for a
long time, and I encourage
everyone to subscribe
today."
'The Challenger

" Hi, I'm D'Angelo. I'm one
of the newest summer
employees The Challenger
has. I meet a lot of nice
people on my route.
Circulation is a good
department to work in for
starters."
— D'Angelo

— Juanita Mobley

communities who are now
subscribers or those who read

/Sil

Hl

B.

issues.
Al the turn of the new mil
lennium, The Weekly Chal

"It's great getting news
from both sides of the Bay.
I look forward to seeing
The Challenger i« Tampa."
Janie Knox

lenger expects to serve as a
model for the industry and
needs the help of each of you
to help to make this all possi
ble. As Mrs. Vyrle Davis put it

" It provides me with news
that has either happened or
will happen in our commu
nity. 'Woman's World'pro
vides encouraging articles
for women. Remember, get
your mammogram!"

recently - “this is our paper,
and we must take pride in it

- Veronica Hubbard

and support it, helping to reach

in late November,

Petersbuig

Housing

Authority.
Any construction trades-

person, contractor or business

such as architectural and jani

Authority and PTEC, work
shop sponsors include the City
of St Petersbuig, fee Minority

contracting

interested in attending work
shop should register with

firms, along with other poten
tial contractors, will get

Sharette Boykins in the Hous
ing Authority’s HOPE VI

U.S. Department of Housing

answers to some basic yet crit

office by calling 893-1989 no

ical questions, including what
work will be available and

later than 4 p.m on Thursday,

minority

women-owned

and

June 23rd. Space is limited!

Contractor’s Association, fee
and Urban Development-which is financing fee $27 mil

lion HOPE VI project at Jor
dan Park and YouthBuild St

what training is available for

the workshop with:
•An understanding of the

Petersbuig.
To register, or for more
information, call Ms. Boykins

residents of Jordan Park and

HOPE VI bidding process;

at 8934989.

Contractors should leave

Pan-Hellenic Council Of St.
Petersburg —
~

the paper regularly to get an

Weekly Challenger and what
they would like to see in future

Center.
Small,

Education

how they can participate.
Participants also will learn

- Bishop John Copeland

idea of what they think of The

burg Technical

as demolition of the 50 year
old complex is scheduled to

" The Challenger has
always been the paper to
read for what's going on in
and around the African
community."
— Donna Bynum

"I think it's a great paper
because it's black-owned
and operated with a
diverse group of employ
ees. We need to support

ST. PETERSBURG "Unanimity of Thought and

member organizations in an
effect to enhance communities

Action" is fee motto of the
National Pan-Hellenic Coun

throughout fee city, nation and
the world.

cil. "Unity...Coming Together
for a New National Pan-Hel

Our mission of fee PanHellenic Council of St. Peteis

lenic Council" is fee theme for
fee year.

buig, is to provide programs

tives to come to our monthly
meeting at 10 ajn. on Satur
Davis

is to devote the collective

and services in social action,
scholarships and communica
tion.

resources and services of its

We are a public service

The purpose of fee council

The Challenger."
Clayton Harmon

council, working together as a
team.
The Pan-Hellenic Council

is calling all Greek organiza
tion presidents and representa

day, June 26, at fee Enoch

information, contact Ella P.
Morehead, Council President

the country dealing with all

Kicls Books For Kids

issues that concern the African

American communities”.

"W/z/i all of the negative

This is just a few of the

many comments we received
just this week. Next week,
we’ll reserve a space for your

comments and photo.
It is very easy for you to
have the Weekly Challenger
delivered to your door, on time
those of you who haven’t, to
submit your subscription for

"My sister turned me on to
The Challenger. It's really
great. I like sports and
entertainment. It tells me
where the happenings are."

home or mail delivery today.

— Stanley G.

We encourage

Just complete the form found

" I get The Challenger
every week from local busi
nesses who carry it.
Sometimes I'm out of town,
but when I get home, I
make sure I find one."

stigmas associated with the
black community, it's
refreshing to have a news
source that focuses on the
positive happenings within
the community. I encourage
the staff of The Weekly
Challenger to continue to
strive to capture only that
which makes our communi
ty proud. Keep striving to
present positive images and
information in The Weekly

"There are newspapers and
there are newspapers, but
there, is only one that has
served our community for
over 30 years as far as I
know, because I'm 44. If
you need io know and a
place to go, The Weekly
Challenger will serve all of
your informational needs."

ST. PETERSBURG-As

found feat there is a lack of

ten by Huntington Banks, and

part of its education initiative
to assist local schools, fee St.

reading material for fee stu

co-sponsored by WFLA-TV
News, channel 8 and Coca-

Peteisbuig Area Chamber of
Commerce has launched its
“Kids Books for Kids” book-

drop program in conjunction
wife several Tampa Bay area
businesses.
Beginning this week, citi

zens throughout Pinellas
County will have fee opportu

- Tina Roberts

Challenger."
- Jeanya McCoy

nity to provide their existing or

— Amanda Hamilton

on page 19, mail it in with

new children’s books to kids

your check for the appropriate

who need them to enhance
their reading. The sixteen
Albertson’s supermarket stores

amount. If you have com
ments, let us hear from you.

Remember, The Weekly
Challenger, is not just a fine

African-American newspaper,
but a community institution.

llll-18fe

Avenue South. For further

many readers in many parts of

every week.

Center,

e Respect & Respect Shall

■

Be Received !

dents, both at fee school libraiy
and for the student to take
home for leisure reading,”
explains Chamber President
Russ Sloan. “The Education
Committee conceived fee
book drop idea in an effort to
make more reading material
for our kids.”

in Pinellas County now have
drums at their book drop desti

distribution to schools oil a

need basis.

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

tive to develop a program to
really keeps me abreast
of what's taking place in
the African-American com
munity from an AfricanAmerican perspective."
"A

— Norman Jones

make a measurable difference
in student achievement we

found to develop a program to
make a measurable difference
in student achievement we

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 -11th Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone; 323-8649

k chance like this

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

only comes along
twice a week.

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

- Hillary Williams

County School’s Walter Pow-

nall Center for screening and

READ A NEWSPAPER
DAY
■

“hi fee Chamber’s initia

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doingfine with a good home
and good man who loves me.

Albertson’s to the Pinellas

The program is underwrit-

nations.

Be Received !IKK
——
disrespect
& Disrespect Shall

Cola along with Albertson’s.

Coca-Qola will pick up and
transport fee books from

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

ft’s Mega Money. The Florida Lottery’s newest game.
Pick four numbers and the MEGABALL number and you

It’s the chance of a lifetime..,now happening twice a week.

' -

'wwW
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Driving To The Poorhouse
by Carol Davis, Coalition of
Black Investors______________

than ever to drive in style.
All that;s required is a nom

According to a recent
black investor survey, afflu

inal down payment-often
less
than
$l,000-and

Americans
spend more on car payments
than they invest in their chil
dren's education. The survey

enough disposable income

by Ariel Mutual Funds and
Charles Schwab & Compa

ent

African

to shell out a few hundred
monthly. With such sweet

share that dream. They want
their children to pursue
higher education. However,

parents must offer more
than just encouragement to
help their children realize
that dream/ Scholarships

per year,
monthly.

compounded

Ideally, education is a
great equalizer, the key to
opportunity. College educa

counts. Do your homework

churches, another year to

and consult a financial plan

the National Urban League,
one year to fund our politi

ner. Invest monthly, reinvest
the dividends and maintain a

tion broadens horizons and

long-term perspective.
Remember: there's a lot

cal goals, one year to sup
port black businesses. In 10

years, that investment could
be worth $10 billion.

opens doors. To give our

riding on your commitment

allure of a Beemer, Benz,

and financial aid help, but
we cannot rely on that assis

children the education ad
vantage, African Americans

to save and invest. And
unlike cars that begin depre

Infiniti, Lincoln or Lexus?
Even .if driving that ride

tance. Parents must plan for
the high costs of college. If

ciating in value as soon as

means postponing saving
and investing.

tuition continues to rise at
current rates, four years of

must learn to delay gratifi
cation and save and invest
for tomorrow.

college could cost an esti
mated $56,599 at a public

come potential is limit
less...if we plan now for

their car payment, followed

Unfortunately, this egodriven conspicuous con

There are several in
vestment strategies that

their future.

in

MEMBER

by their children's educa

sumption occurs at our chil

college and $119,617 at a

families can use to save for
college with as little as $50

enhance financial literacy,

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

tion. So, while black con

dren's expense. We could be

priyate college by the year

a month. Start or join an

Imagine the potential if
we invested $300 a month-

sumers have reached parity
with whites in possession

driving the next generation
straight to the poor house.

2008. By the year 2016, four

investment club. Investment

the average car payment-in

vestors and promote the for

years

of public college

clubs enable members to

stocks, bonds or mutual

mation of investment clubs.

and planned purchases of
cars, African Americans lag

The occupational outlook
suggests that people with

pool resources and knowl
edge to achieve financial

funds. If one million of us

COBI sponsors initiatives

such as the Road to Pros
perity Tour, Black Investors
Census and COBI National

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

ny revealed that 29 percent
of African Americans say
their number one expense

after basic necessities is

deals, how can one resist the

we drive them off the deal
er's lot, our children's in

Imagine the potential for our
children and for black orga
nizations and institutions.
The Coalition of Black
Investors is a unique eco
nomic network that aims to
increase black participation

the

capital

markets,

link African-American in

behind in saving and invest

intellectual power will pros

could cost as much as
$92,193, and private col
lege, $194,843. If your child

goals. Buy stock directly

made that commitment and
each month bought $300

ing.

per in the future. In the 21st

is a newborn, you need to

from companies through di

million worth of stock in

to $400 a

garages, money is no object

century, college education
will no longer be an option;

invest

when it comes to our love

it will be an imperative.

whether you intend to send

rect stock purchase plans to
avoid brokerage fees. Invest
in local utilities that invite

Ford,
General Motors,
Daimler Chrysler or all
three, we could own $3.6

vidual investors, investment

affair with wheels. In the

African-American commu
nity, a luxury car is the ulti

That economic reality fuels
President Bill Clinton's vis
ion of ah America 'where

ons. More than half of these women are mothers-some
200,000 children under 18 have incarcerated mothers. And

mate status symbol, signify
ing that one has arrived and

over the past five years, the incarceration rate for AfricanAmerican women has increased an astounding 828 per

is going places. Automobile

cent, with most serving sentence for nonviolent offenses.

National Summit Grapples With Issue
Of Police Brutality------------------------

Not A Part Of
Their Sentence
bv Bernice Powell Jackson____________________________
There are nearly 140,000 women in U.S. jails and pris

As troubling as these numbers are, what is more disturbing
are the stories behind these numbers-stories of real women
and real families.

In a recent report, 'Not Part of My Sentence', Amnesty
International looks at the frightening increase of incarcer

From the look of blacks'

leases have made it easier

$200

month,

depending

on

Investment Month. COBI's
membership includes indi

your child to a public or pri

customers

purchase

billion worth of automobile

professionals,

stock. Invest in mutual
funds that waive the hefty
minimum initial deposit for

stock after one year. From
Ford Motor Company alone,

clubs and financial services

every 18-year-old can go to

vate college. If your child is
10 years old, you'll need to
invest $400 to $900 month

college'.

ly to meet projected tuition

customers agreeing to auto

we could earn 3.25 percent
in annual dividends or $117

Visit the Website at
www.cobinvest.com.

parents-black,

costs. This assumes invest

matic monthly debits from

million. One year, we could

white, Asian and Hispanic-

ment earnings of 8 percent

savings or checking ac

'drive' those dividends to

Most

to

investment

firms.

bv Ron Daniels______

ney General Janet Reno began

curtail police violence in

of color with a war mentality

President Clinton made racial

leaders, the police are now

to convene a series of meet
ings with various constituen

communities of color. Partici

and military paradigm, police

women are forced to live and what happens to them while

The police murder of
Amadou Diallo and the pow

pating in the summit in my

departments all across the

profiling the centerpiece of
his address to the summit. He

viewed more as community
servants than as an occupying

they are locked up. What they found does not speak well of
a nation which calls itself civilized or espouses a belief in

erful movement for justice
which erupted in New York in

cies concerned with the issue
of police reform and account

capacity as Executive Direc
tor of the Center for Constitu

response to this tragedy
helped to propel the issue of
police brutality and miscon

ability to discuss the nature of

tional Rights, one thing be

used the occasion to issue an
Executive Order mandating
the collection of data about

army.
It remains to be seen

rehabilitation or fair treatment.

nation, with New York City in
the lead, have developed spe
cial para-military squads or

the problem and possible

'tactical units', to go into com
bat in what they consider the

racial profiling in federal law

civil rights/human rights or

solutions: This series of meet
ings climaxed with the con
vening of the equivalent of a
national summit on the issue
of police brutality and mis

came very clear to me as the
discussions unfolded-racial
profiling and the militariza
tion of the police are primari
ly responsible for the most
recent epidemic of police bru

ganizations across the country

conduct, a 'National Police

tality across the country.

have been mobilizing and or
ganizing to demand ah end to

Integrity and Trust Building
Conference' in Washington,

What is decidedly differ
ent about the current crisis is

the epidemic of police vio
lence in communities of
color. More than any other
single event in recent history,

D.C.,
on
June
9-10.
Noteworthy for its inclusion
of key constituents concerned
with this issue-civil rights/

the assumption that people of
color by virtue of their race

however, it was the senseless
murder of Amadou Diallo
which finally got the nation's

human rights groups, commu
nity-based
organizations,

ated women in the U.S. It looks at some of the reasons for
this increase and at the conditions under which these

One of the report's findings was that the rapid rise of
women incarcerated is directly attributable to some of the
draconian drug laws passed in the past decade or so.
"Without any fanfare, the 'war on drugs' has become a war

on women," it reports. For instance, women are placed at a
distinct disadvantage by 'gender-neutral' federal sentencing
guidelines which do not allow the court to consider the
impact of imprisonment on single mothers or the minor
role that many women play in drug possession and sale

crimes as a result of abusive relationships that they are in.
One of the most shocking parts of the report focused
on the sexual abuse of women prisoners. This is particular

ly significant when one considers that many of the women
in our jails and prisons have been victims of sexual abuse
before they enter prison. Amnesty International found that
women all too often become victims of sexual abuse while

duct into the national spot
light. For some time, commu
nity-based organizations and

are inclined to commit
crimes, that every person of
color is a potential suspect.
Hence policing authori

'war zones! in inner-city com
munities of color. As a result,
these communities are being
subjected to massive sweeps
and stop and frisk operations
particularly targeting black
and Latino young people.
According to an article
by Christian Parenti in a
recent edition of 'The Nation'
magazine, there are "more
than 30,000 such heavily
armed, militarily trained po

enforcement agencies.
There was no comment
by the President, however, on
the militarization of the
police. In fact, the President
has asked Congress to ap
prove legislation that would
put 50,000 more police offi
cers on the streets at a cost of
$1.2 billion without regard to
the widespread use of deadly
para-military units in commu

nities of color.
There are alternatives to

whether anything of lasting
value will result from the
summit, but the one thing that
is absolutely clear is that we
must demand an end to racial
profiling and the militariza
tion of the police. We must
demand that community
policing become the prevail
ing practice all across this
nation and that police depart
ments which adopt and have a
demonstrate success using
community policing models
be rewarded with additional
federal funding.
We must keep the pres
sure on the President and the

chiefs of police, police union
officials and public interest

ties have felt justified in stop

lice units" now operating in

ping black people upwards to

this country. It was one of

the paramilitary paradigm of
policing. Another highlight of

legal organizations-one of the
highlights of the two-day

80% of the time on the inter

these tactical units, the elite

the summit was the presenta

state highways like New

Street Crimes Unit in New

tion of an innovative commu

Attorney General to promote
and support a new people/

Urban

summit was a roundtable dis

Jersey, Maryland and North

York, which was responsible

nity policing model in Boston

community friendly paradigm

cussion led by President

Carolina despite the fact that

for the death of Amadou

which has drastically reduced

of sexually offensive language, groping during searches,

League, who convened a ma
jor press conference in Wash

Diallo.
To my dismay, there was

of policing, otherwise the
recent summit will be viewed

ington, D.C., last February,

blacks only comprise about
14% of the motorists traveling

crime and violence in the

male staff watching inmates while they shower and

Clinton.
The principal task of the

undress. In the worst cases, these women are raped. Or, in
the words of a New York inmate, "That was not a part of

President

finally

summit was to engage in a

spoke out on the issue as a

serious dialogue about the

the highways in those states.
The second distinguish

almost universal agreement
that racial profiling and the

use of paramilitary units.
Through a unique collabora

my sentence, to...perform oral sex with the officers."

part of one of his Saturday

causes of the current epidem

ing factor is the militarization

militarization of the police are

radio broadcasts.
Shortly thereafter, Attor-

ic of police brutality and the

of the police. Approaching

major sources of the problem

tion between the District
Attorney, the Chief of Police,

kinds of reforms required to

police work in communities

of police brutality. Indeed,

religious

they are in prison.
Contrary to international standards, prisons in the U.S.

attention.
At the behest of civil

employ men to guard women and place few restrictions on

rights leaders like Hugh Price

the duties of male staff. For example, 70% of the federal
prison guards are men. Women in prisons are often victims

Take the case of a Washington state inmate who gave

birth in prison after years of imprisonment. She charged

that she had been raped by a guard, who did prove to be the

baby's father in DNA testing, but who was never prosecut
ed because he claimed it was consensual sex. Washington,
like many states, has no laws criminalizing sex between
inmates and guards.
Amnesty International also found that women inmates

of

the

National

Clinton

black community without the

and

as just another high profile
meeting that produced no
noticeable results for our

communities.

community

Blacks To Get Reparations By Y2K

by William Reed__________
Believe you deserve

money." Brock's Washing

sting of America's institu

ton, D.C.-based Self-Deter

tion of racism. Instead of

Committee

about reparations should be
"How do I make my claim?"

for Canadian Indians.
So, when will the U.S.

1989. If we each act, we can
get checks in the mail.

Other groups demand, and

for

pay us? Congressman John
'Conyers, Jr. (D-MI) has

representative at (202) 224-

Call your Congressional

receive inadequate health care. Gynecological examina

from the U.S.? How do you

brought a

high-level of

diminishing in chorus and
discussion, as appointed

tions are not routine in some systems, for example. There

get it? If you don't know,
you'd better ask somebody!

movement leaders together
in Washington, D.C. June

black leaders would have it,
the concept of Black

wrongs done to them.
the

introduced legislation to
study the issue, Bill H.R. 40,

11th to educate them on
how to make more noise

Reparations gains move

Japanese, Indians and others

every year in Congress since

prisons commonly shackle women to hospital beds, even

As many of Black
America's 'leaders' remain

ment with each case of dis

have been compensated for

when they are in labor or are dying of cancer or other dis

ambiguous about the issue,

about the issue and make

crimination in the work

the wrongs done to them.

eases.
The impact of the imprisonment of women on their
families cannot be underestimated. In 1997-98, the report

dedicated Black Repara

claims.
If you don't know how
to get paid, people who

place, restaurant facility and

Reparations are a major

judicial system.
In a poll among black

element of South Africa's
Truth and Reconciliation

The Black Press & The
Public Market Place

newspaper readers, when

Commission. One of the

by Dr, John E. Warren_________________________________
The 172-year-old African-American newspapers serv

is little in the way of alcohol or substance abuse treatment

and few mental health services provided. In addition, U.S.

reparations

compensation

tions proponents believe

they're gaining momerum

found that there were 1,300 babies bom in U.S. prisons. In

to reach that objective by

40 states these babies are taken from their mothers almost

the year 2000.

immediately after birth. In a few, mothers are allowed to
keep their infants from 30 days to 24 months. In California,

Led by a long-time

activist,

Dr.

Robert

L.

women eligible for a special program can keep their babies

Brock, disperse segments in

with them throughout their incarceration.
And what about older children? The incarceration of

the reparations movement

are evolving into a formida

mination

attended the event can tell
you. They include: Florida

State

Senator

Jones,

who

receive,

payments

In this country,

3121 to demand an official

inquiry on reparations.

asked: Do you think that

Commission's recommenda

ing this country should look at the efforts of the White

L.

American descendants of

House Office of National Drug Control Policy as a wake up

successfully

African slaves deserve repa

tions is for all businesses to
pay a 'reparations tax' of 1%

of their net worth.

is, if there is money to be made, the white media, electron

Daryl

spearheaded getting black
victims of the Rosewood
(FL) Massacre $150,000

rations?
Overwhelmingly,
response-70

the

Germany is compensat

percent-was

ing Jews who were forced to

provide free labor to indus

'yes'.

call for our newspapers and our communities. The message

ic and print, can do a better job of reaching our friends,

neighbors and their families than we can.
White newspapers that have presented us as the per

single mothers is completely disruptive to the whole fami

ble cadre of leadership

each; John H. Boyd, Jr.,

ly, but all families suffer. Parents of incarcerated women

bringing attention to the

President of the National

Members of the move

the

sonification of the drug culture in America are now being

Black Farmers Association,
Inc., who got over $350 mil

ment say Black Reparations

1930s. To forestall bad pub

called upon through donated advertising space to reach our

are: 1) the debt owed to

blacks for the centuries of

licity and boycotts, Volks
wagen set up a $20 million

children in the war against drugs. If we are ever going to

lion for .the black fanners
who were adjudicated as

unpaid slave labor that built

fund to pay them.

ing or buying us out, then we must wake up and organize to

'wronged' by the U.S. De

America's early economy

The Canadian govern

partment of Agriculture; and

and 2) debt owed from dis

ment has formally apolo

Dorothy Lewis, who chairs

criminatory

and

gized to its 1.3 million

employment patterns blacks

indigenous people for 150

be writing to President Clinton demanding that he take
steps to correct this matter. It is Black America that has

have been subjected to since

years of misguided assis

been first to forgive and support this President at all times.

emancipation.

tance programs and racist

We should expect no less from him in return. Black news

schools and is establishing a
$245 million healing fund

papers must be recognized for their contributions to all

sometimes are unwillingly thrown into the role of caretak

issue of the U.S. Govern

er. Marriages suffer and often are dissolved. Children are

ment compensating African
for

denied visits to their mothers, who have been deemed

Americans

'unfit'. Children are put into the foster care system. Al of
these sow seeds for future problems in our communities

racial bondage.

and for social service agencies. African-American women

are eight times more likely to be incarcerated.
Clearly, the treatment of women in U.S. prisons is an

unfading

Brock, an attorney, has

incessantly litigated the is
sue. He says: "The wealth of
America is your legal prop

the oldest group working for

abuse of human rights. It is one more indication that the

erty. But, you must make

reparations,

U.S. stands on shaky moral ground when it calls into

your legal claim to get

National Coalition for Black

account other nations of the world for their abuse of human

money as others have made

Reparations in America.

rights.

their claims and gotten

(N'COBRA)

Most blacks know the

The

wage

only

question

among African Americans

trial

companies

in

claim a vote of participation in an industry set on-eliminat
support our communities and ourselves.
Every black person in America who can write should

aspects of the life and values of our communities.
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Queen Of Hip-Hop Mary
J. Blige Graces Cover Of
July 1999 'Essence'
Bv; Allene Gammage Ahmed

Here’s To Your Health
New Tests Help Physicians
Read Pap Smears

Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

accurately read a Pap smear.
A Pap smear is a sampling

Brandy Hits Tampa
In Search For
'Roadies' For Her
Upcoming Tour

teat helps physicians detect
cervical cancer, which affects
some
15,000 American

has saved tee lives of thou

NEW YORK - Hip hop
and R&B diva Maty J. Blige is

on the cover of the July issue
of ESSENCE magazine.

among

temptation, pick yourself up

longevity, feeling and looking

Raymond Kaufinan, a profes
sor of obstetrics and gynecolo

and get moving because “exer
cise is like buying life insur

better, flexibility (particularly

gy at Baylor College of Medi

ance” says Stephen Ames,
physical education professor at
Radford University.
“Exercise is probably tee
single, best thing we can do as

we seek to improve tee quality
of our life and longevity. It is in

some ways like the fountain of
youth,” he says. To do it, dedi
cation and discipline have to

ing your needs, wants arid

recharged for the afternoon

goals of exercise and create a

following a lunch hour activity

teat have abnormal cells”

routine

lessons she has learned and
how she is now able to balance

- at 20 Maiy J. Blige became
the Queen of Hip-hop soul.

her public and priyate worlds:

Maiy J’s moment of peace

leading source of cutting-edge
information relating to every
area of African-American

Using the Thin Prep Sys

Now, eight years, five albums
and many life lessons later she
is on the road to happiness.

women’s lives. For 29 years
ESSENCE has Celebrated per

tem, cells are prepared in a
solution that distributes them
more evenly along the smear,
making it easier for physicians

social movement, documented

receive a special acknowl

path, which has helped her

28-city tour is sponsored by

edgement from Brandy and

addition, one woman explores

take charge of her career, over

struggles, showcased beauty,
defined and set trends and

may even appear on-stage dur
ing one of her songs.

an

Black

come her addictions, and

illustrated the incredible jour

women who date White men.

move beyond relationships

ney of a resilient and splendid

Another learns to recognize

that bruised her heart.

race.

sonal achievement, chronicled

Kurdell Elected President Of
South Florida Consortium Of
School Boards

and audition to become a

Greater Tampa Bay area on

“Roadie.” Each girl will have

Tuesday, July 20, 1999 fiom

Wexler of the School Board of

to sing the familiar Cover Girl

12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Eckerd,

Broward County. She was

jingle “Easy, Breezy, Beauti

611

ful” kaioke-style. The winner
will be selected on-site and

Tampa.
For more information con

elected to the School Board

Howard Avenue,

District 7 seat in 1992, and

served as chairman during
1996-97. She is a School
Board workshop facilitator,

Education Lay
Committee.

tium

Eckerd Searches
For Extraordinary
Women volunteers

Carol W. Kurdell
TAMPA - Hillsborough
County School Board Mem

School Boards at tee Florida
Schools Boards Association

ber Carol W. Kurdell today

Summer
Tampa.

Women program, which will

local Eckerd store.
The search began June 15

no purchase necessary - offi
cial rules are on the nomina

Anyone

can

nominate

women making a difference in
their community by complet
ing a ballot at a local Eckerd

store. When the search is com
plete, each Eckerd store will

choose one woman to serve as
its local honoree. Each hon

oree will receive recognition
and gifts from her local Eckerd

We can easily
forgive a child

tion ballot.

who is afraid of

news

scenery, company of a
friend(s) or escaping to your

misreadings. It is recommend
ed teat women have a Pap

as walking the dog is just as
beneficial for you as it is for

own world with a headset.
Bundling these kinds of priori

smear every year beginning at
age. 18, or when they become
sexually active.
“Women who have per-

your pet,” Airies says. “We
understand tee exercise needs
for our dog but let our needs

ties with a complementary

be forgotten.” Or a stroll

cancerous cells in the cervix
have a better chance of finding

through tee park during lunch
with a co-worker may fit your

chosen by an independent
judging panel to serve as The

(Prov. 31:29-31)

"Pain doesn't come from
getting a mammogram.

afraid of the

lights

by

100’s name to the charity of
her choice. The Eckerd 100
also will receive an invitation
to an educational symposium

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

of

Pain c&mes from wishing
you had gotten one earlier"

Miami-Dade,

River and Brevard. The Con

TAKE A LOOK

sortium focuses on the devel

Ancient Health Miracle for Modern Times

opment and promotion of leg
islative concerns affecting its

Simply NONI

members.

Sadie Marie's
NONI Corner:

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

, i*' ‘ ' j*

Testimonials from
people you may know —

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY
PALACE
ing in l/is.

<zffaLx

£.aaLLz>

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN - StylisVOwner
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

*'5 *

Sill

From not being able to see due to

jw

- i

one week. From 10 to 7 and getting
better every day. —

Joknnie Mack

Size 10 in one month. —

•

Br

From a Size lO dress size to a

l/i£ E-nbixs.

•

glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down

aniJVotiaaxs. fox

Call for Appointment * Walk-Ins Welcome

Custom Jewelry

Eckerd will donate a
$1,000 grant in each Eckerd

Boards

when men are

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

1999 Eckerd 100.

exercise outlet will make your
routine less overwhelming and
more importantly, enjoyable
and effective.

. "Many women do noble things, but you
surpass them all." Charrh is deceptive, and beauty is
fleeting; but a woman who fears the LORD is to be
praised. Give her the reward she has earned, and let
her works bring her praise at the city gate."

Kurdell succeeds Lois

real tragedy is

DEADLINE
4:00 PM
MONDAY

in

Conference

the dark; the

store. From the nearly 2,900
local honorees, 100 will be

cess.

rather than changing your
lifestyle. “A simple chore such

Broward, Palm Beach, Indian

was elected president of tee
South Florida Consortium of

teerism.

putable benefit list with a per
spective you may not have

Annual Pap smears also
cut down on tee number of

Advisory

School

of

counties

can nominate a woman at their

and all entries must be submit

fits your lifestyle makes Or

considered. These include
enjoying the weather, natural

Gulf coast counties from Hills

remarkable woman volunteer

ted by July 13,1999. There is

body is ready to rest.”
Arnes lengthens te indis

borough south to Monroe
County, plus the Atlantic coast

of its second annual Salute to

Eckerd neighborhoods for

and sleep better because your

more demanding schedules
than ever having a routine that

The key is modifying

includes Orange County, the

recently announced the launch

their dedication to volun

With

breaks physical wellness suc

to find pre-cancerous cells.

The South Florida Consor

honor women in nearly 2,900

accordingly.

self-feelings improvement,”

and represents the Board and
the Adult and Community

Be there!!

Anyone who knows a

logical benefits of exercise.
Having a goal and accom
plishing it feeds upon itself for

creates energy. You should feel

fabulous outdoor party. In

on volunteer issues and a per
sonalized Web site.

“There are many psycho

regardless of what it takes.”
Easier said than done you say.

Kaufinan. “Procedures are set
up to week out those smears

ing writers.

Blige discusses her spiritual

ST. PETERSBURG-The

be built into our lifestyles

Ames says. “It invigorates and

That

search for The Eckerd 100 is
on. Eckerd Corporation

reduces your chances of injury
in eveiyday activities.

Ames says. Start by identify

evening, all five girls will

then fly to New Orleans on
July 24th where they’ll be fit-

exercise

Ultimately,

nient for you will make it work

that

tact Marina Maher Communi

says.

computer screening,” said

out on a whirlwind national

cations, Tara Seid 212/7597543, ext. 250.

ability and endurance fo play
with children in your life he

women. Published by Essence
Communications, Inc., it is the

concert tour and will be in
Tampa on July 20,1999. The

to that night’s performance.
The winner and a guest will

nary household tasks and yard
work easier, improves athletic

take a smear and put it through

summer with fuss-free beauty
tips and a guide to throwing a

will receive two prime tickets

to Ames. It also makes ordi

That might not be so.
Making exercise conve

This monte we get ready for

S.

for

important
those 45 years
and up) and strengthening
muscles and bones, according

system allows physicians to

gear, meet with the crew and
receive their assignments for

Singing Sensation Brandy
Searches for “Roadies” in the

developed to reduce that risk.
“The automated screening

include

others,

With more than 7 million

TAMPA - R&B recording

one of the biggest headlining
tours of tee summer.
Remember, this is the

exercise,

readers, ESSENCE is tee pre
eminent magazine for Black

artist and
Cover Girl
spokesperson Brandy is setting

According to
MTV,
Brandy’s “Never Say Never”
tour is already being touted as

and companions,
Benefits of

the true meaning of life, and

ted into their official “Roadie”

different cities the chance to
become official “Brandy
Roadies,” assisting behind the
scenes at her July 24th New
Orleans show.
Brandymania will take
over Tampa as thousands of
girls line up to meet Brandy

are low cost exercises that also
allow you to enjoy the fresh air

three of today ’s hottest female
fiction writers share their new
book and give advice to aspir

In her cover story, Blige
talks about her career, the life

age-old taboo:

bill.
[These

and mind. Fight tee couch’s

Thin Prep, System, have been

Mary J. Blige

Exercise For Wellness
Doesn’t Have to be a Chore

sands of women,” said Dr.

approaches, the Automated
Screening System and the

give five lucky girls fiom five

Those are veiy good odds.”

women annually.
“The Pap smear has been
an effective screening tool teat

Pap smear, tests can some
times be mis-read. Two new

the cosmetic giant, who will

abnormal cells would have

work day
done. Your body is tired, but
deep down you know you
haven’t received the exercise
required for a healthy body

number of cells taken during a

show.

found is less than one percent.

Another

cer cases.”
But because of the large

night’s

likelihood that someone with

come in eveiy

of cells taken from the cervix

cine in Houston. “Pap smears
alone detect between 85 and
90 percent of all cervical can

Brandy

year,” Kaufrnan said. “The

three consecutive readings
where those cells were not

out lt they

HOUSTON- Two new
approaches might make it eas
ier for physicians to more

Hurry, Hurry

From stress to high energy,

Fluid from Lupus. —

:

D.O.

12 Yrs. of pain, going to pain therapy every day.

In 2 whs. pain free.

— J.B.B.

Chronic asthma, immediate relief. -

D. Walker

To Find Out How to Consume Tkis Product for FREE, Contact:

SIZZLING
STYLES

THE
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES

DISTRIBUTOR^!
Joknnie Mack - 896-7557 • Sadie Martin - 327-5GOS
Blaine Hopkins - 327-5992 • veronica Allen - 327-8554
cdbopz, cdlzaLth & cdftoting to the. O/Voxtid.

of IBzautu

by Deanie K.
Victor
The Orlando Expo Center

lot of excitement and enjoy-

was once again the scene of
exciting activity for cosmetol-

ment. That all happened on
Sunday night before a standing

ogists on June 6th and 7th. The
hair and Nail Expo coordinat-

room only crowd. Exceptional
talent was on display,

ed by Mr. Tony Grant, CEO,

From Detroit, Michigan,

and assisted b Stacy Buigess

Cool C, as well a s Little

and the Sales Force TEam was

Willie, came reaching, teach-

a huge success.

;ng

The growing number of
major beauty manufacture
included Johnson Products,

tise that has been featured in
magazines the world over,
The ever popular, most sought

So., Razac, Silk 2, Silky
Straight, Hawaiian Silky,

after artists, Little' Willie and
Cool C held classes on Sunday

demonstrating exper-

Designer

and Monday. Free classes in

Touch, Epitome, Premium,

Salon Management an make-

Clairol, Little Willie and of

up application were also

course, Straight Request
There were other vendors selling beauty related products,

offered. Free bus shuttle was
provided between hotel and
the Expo Center,

computers, purses, glasses,
jewelry, etc. A discount or,

The attendance proved the
appreciation for the format

show deal helped buyers to

provided. There was no doubt

save a percentage.
The battle of the Salons

that this.show provided a more
than adequate answer to the

Bronner

Bros.,

was an event that generated .aJB^iuestion of beauty.
.. ..... ........... —........

yOUf

Advertise In The Tampa
Of

hanaejfOUr

(Elte llileekly
(Challenger
<*

• Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads
Advertise In Tlie

Paper That's
Challenging Your
, Competition

341*3239
www.spjc.edu

St. Petersburg Junior College
your community college!
Since 1927
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Do Yon Remember ?

OS

Black Owned &
Operated

CATFISH
YALLH
MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKIT 4 RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South

K
W
Kb
»

SL FfcUrsbung, FL
327-0309
328-8309

FRESH
CATFISH
DINNER
FRESH SON EL ESS FA RM-

RIB MASTER
822-8700

Star 16
Holiday Sales Package
Now Available
featuring

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12 am.
Saturday mornings

50,000 PAIRS OF SHOES IN STOCK
REEbok

SetMdsiiMM

SHOE
FACTORY

NINE WEST

ST. PETERSBURG

■

□

& many more ...
6754 22nd Avenue N.

and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations,

For Advertising Call

327 9792

727-344-0999

(Across from Tyrone Square Mall)

S

baaaw*J
W

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

TAMPA
1216 E. Fowler Ave.
813-979-0999

Limited Quantity on Some Styles & Brands

^ 896- 1066
Chappy hour

"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

RED'S
SNAK SHAK ££

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES
1605 - 18th Avenue South

1701 - 16th Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service * Low Prices
Open 10:30 a.m. ’til 3 a.m.
"Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best

896-6789
Car Wash & Western Union

Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town"

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995

*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

Even Leather!
Brand new arrival of Summer Sandals!
Trucks arriving daily!

1536 - 1 6th Street So.

Drive-Thru • Carry Out

and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!!

SPOTLITES

1100 - 16th Street South

RAISEPJNCLUDES SLA W,

RURS., FRIES OR RICE
Mon,-Sat 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday.,. Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

21 Years

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
& Much, Much More

CONNIE'S
BAR-B-QUE
1795 - 16th Street South
894-3258

Take-Out Only

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI
Breakfast To Go

Meats and Groceries

1040 - 16th Street South

1600 - 18th Avenue South

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE
Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St. S. • 894-0511 -623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA
Home - 864-9720

(F
I

Shop With The Fastest
Growing Business District In

Town

16TH STREET
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
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Florida Gala
sistency,

vanilla

From Page. 1

flavored

cheese cake sat temptuously

before you, waiting to melt in
your mouth.
Only the very elite attend

ed this exclusive gala affair at
$150.00per setting, which will
benefit the Florida Cancer
'Education Network, Inc.

The Florida Cancer Net
work is a statewide not for
profit oiganization dedicated

to the mission of reducing can
cer mortality through educa
tion, prevention and early

detection by offering options
and access to state-of-the art

treatment.

f
•'¥

If You Don’t Have A Cow,
We’ve Got The Next Best Thing.

For those of us who don’t live on a farm, a fresh glass

process, about 30 Publix associates will have

of milk may be hard to come by. But not if you’re

examined the equivalent of one glass of milk

drinking Publix brand milk. From the first sip to

before it’s put on our shelves. Arid that level

the last, you can taste the farm freshness in every

of commitment goes for all five varieties of Publix

glass. That’s because Publix brand milk is tested

brand milk we carry. Including Low Fat, Reduced Fat,

a minimum of 10 times before it gets to you. And

Fat Free, Lactose Free and, of course, Whole milk. So

our quality standards are much tougher than the

unless you plan on putting a cow in your kitchen, your

government’s.

In fact, throughout the entire testing

best source for the. freshest milk available is Publix.

Publix.
Where shopping is a pleasure®

7
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North Central Florida
Society In GGBNA’s Second AnnualFrom
Ocala
■
fills
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Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

Bjj

i

by
Florence Williams Ray

Seventh Grand Reunion

Baptist Church, Covenant

Mr. Henry E. Shelton of

Summerfield enjoy this time

For Howard Academy

Baptist Church and Zion Unit

The dates for Howard

ed Methodist Church.
Director of Music is Mitzi

Marietta, Geoigia and his love
ly wife, Evelyn paid his home
town of Summerfield and his

together.
Culminating the Sheltons

visit, a Fish Fry was held at his

are

only sister, Cornelia Roberts a

sister’s home in Summerfield.

Geoige McAllister, n, Pianist/

visit this past weekend.
The Sheltons, owners of

Family and friends attended,
where delicious food and

Hanley-Shelton

friendly

Academy/Howard High grand

reunion are July 2nd, 3rd and
4th, 1999. The usual Fish Fry
will be on Friday, July 2hd.
Bar-B-Que on Saturday, July

Berryan.

3rd. Blue and Gold Ball on

Drummer. Music Committee

Saturday, July 3rd. Memorial

representatives are Tara
Woods, Mass Choir; Aloma

and Qosing-Out Services at
3pm on July 4th.

All activities, except the
Blue and Gold Ball, will be
held at the Howard Academy
Community Center in Ocala.
Come join in the celebration

and meet old friends. For fur
ther information, contact

Eartha Cotton Thompson at
(352)873-3601.
* * * * lit

MAD DADS Graduation

MAD DADS Alternative
Sentencing program cordially
invites you to attend the annu
al graduation ceremony for

Musicians

Organist; Elvira Washington,
Pianist; and LaDarrell Shields,

Home, made their visit to
Summerfield, one of a few

McAllister, II.
Mass Gospel Choir mem
bers are Hellen Baxter,
Dorothy Wesley, Roberta
Woods, Shirley Knight, Celes' tine Shade, Maiy Monroe, Ida

return visits back home and
always takes the time to step in
and visit all of his family and
friends. His remaining sib

lings, Dillon Roberts of Ocala,
Herbert Roberts of Winter
Park and Cornelia Roberts of

-Wilford, Sebrina Butler, Eve
lyn Shipman, Nerissa Shaw,
Tara Woods, Darion Tyler,.
Rosetta Mays, Evelyn Sweet,
Rosalyn Jones, Sarah Ham-

Erma Rush, Aloma

son,

Reamulus

Kyler,

GAINESVILLE - Evan
gelist Beverly Crawford is
coming home to Gainesvillle

in Revival.

Dr. EF. Broxton is Pastor.

The Revival will begin
Wednesday, June 30-July 3,
1999 at 8:00 pjn. at the Land

West Silver Springs Blvd.,
Ocala.

G.O.CJD.C. Provides

For more information, call

Technical Assistance

senior citizens. This trip took

County area. If you already
have a business or you are hy

settlement of Rosewood.
Some had family history in

need a little extra help, they

Rosewood, and some were

may be able to assist you
G.O.CJD.C. wants to work

information from what their

with those seeking extra funds

parents told them.

to maintain or start a business

It was an exciting and edu
cational trip as they stepped
into the one remaining house

through its Micro Loan Pro

Mass Gospel Choir

That I’m Here” and more.
Witness the moving power
of the Holy Spirit! Be blessed

through the anointed singing!
Come expecting divine
healing and deliverance as
Evangelist Crawford preaches

PEOPLE WHO MAKE
THINGS HAPPEN.

gram. The Micro Loans range
from $1,500 to $25,000.

that still stands and see first

Anniversary Celebration

(Rosetta) Forshee all of Sum

merfield and Walter James
Shelton of Belleview.

ing to start a business but you

able to give the tour guide

If you are ever interested in

Frank (Vanessa) Shelton, Jerry
(Ora) Shelton and Simon

mark Holy Temple of God tiie Word of God with the
located 1220 N.E. 23rd power of the Holy Ghost!
Avenue.
For more information call
She is a renown Gospel 352-378-1890 or 352-377Recording Artist singing 0643.
“Jesus, Precious King”, “Now

Greater Ocala Community
Development Corporation will
provide technical assistance
and business support services
to low- and moderate-income
residents in the Ocala/Marion

34 seniors back in time to the

family, Lillie Shelton and
Tommy Ronberts all of Ocala;

Revival Coming
To Gainesville-

Tonya Epps, Rudene Tucker,

can, Brain Williams and
Antron Woods.

going on a tour, please call Ula
Williams at (352) 371-9595.
II***

Tampa, Charles (Luvenia)
Rhodes and family, Dillon

lege's Hampton Campus locat
ed at the comer of Martin
Luther King, Jr., Avenue and

to safety.

dance were Elouise Brown of

Directors

Funeral

Roberts, Abraham Shelton and

Lawrence Prince, Stacey Dun

ous families out of Rosewood

stops on their journey to the

Panama City, Florida this year.
Mr. Shelton enjoys his

tral Florida Community Col

hand the train that took numer

Some of those in atten

Convention that will be held in

Prince, Eris Thomas, Johnnie

On May 28th, Weed and
Seed sponsored a trip for

enjoyed by all.

Tyler, Mass Choir, and Geoige

Jones,

Seniors Tour Rosewood

was

Prince, Gospel Choir; Rosalyn
Jones, Youth Choir, Darion

July 1st, 1999, at 4pm at Cen

s|e 9|e s|e s(e a|e

fellowship

Annual

their young men. The date is

Saquana Maxwell at (352)
629-3100.

Funeral

Please

call

“The most important thing we can do
Tor our children is educate them.”

Qiarlena

— Ruche! Robinson
Rounder
The Jackie Robinson hiiuiiliiliiiii

Kinsler at 351-4075 for more
information.
*****
Children Advocacy Center

This free parent support

group is designed for non
offending parents or caregivers

in case of alleged child abuse.
The group meets on Wednes

On Monday, June 13th,

day nights at Marion/Citrus

New Zion Missionary Baptist

Mental Health Center, 717

Choir in Ocala celebrated its

S.W. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

anniversary. The Rev. Cedi

Wilson, Pastor of Mt Olive

Avenue, from 5:30pm to 7pm.
*****

Missionary Baptist Church,

Students Working

presided over the occasion.

Against Tobacco

Federal Consumer
Publication Offers
Package Deals
Retirement Package

retirement income to maintain

PUEBLO, CO - Tempus
fugit...time flies! Even if

your standard of living when
you stop working. Social
Security helps. It pays the aver

The program included
Invocation by Rev. Benjamin

1999,

you’ve just started your first

SWAT held Students Working

job, it’s never to early to begin

Snowden, two selections from

Against Tobacco Day at War

setting money aside for your

age retiree about 40% of pre
retirement earnings. The

The Promises of the Gospel,
Responsive Reading, Wel

Memorial in Ocala. The day

future and retirement

remainder has to come from

On June

10th,

come and Occasion by Tonya

was filled with exciting activi
ties including horse show and

Epps, Presentation by Erma

rides, motivational speakers,

Rush, Financial Report by Eris
Thomas and Words of Thanks

dance contest, magic shows,
food, games and other activi

by Sebrina Butler.

ties.

To help yo get the most out

your pension and savings. So,

of retirement planning, the
Consumer Information Center

carpe diem...seize the day! Set

is offering a special free pack

your goals now and stick to
them - - you’ll be glad you did.

age of three publications - Top

Learn more, including

10 Ways to Beat the Qock and

Choirs on Parade, render

This event was sponsored

Prepare for Retirement and

ing two selections each, were

by Marion County SWAT,

Women and Pensions both

sources to help you with your
retirement planning. There are
three easy ways to get your

Mt Moriah Missionaiy Bap

Weed and Seed and the Ocala

from the Department of Labor

special free retirement pack

tist Qiurch, Progressive Union

Police Department

and A Predictable, Secure Pen
sion for Life from the Pension

PUEBLO. That’s 1-888-878-

Benefit Guaranty . Corpora

3256, weekdays 9 ajn. to 8

tion. These valuable booklets
provide important informa

pan. EDT and ask for “Retire

We welcome your
letters to the editor.

tion, tips and strategies to point

you in the right direction
need at least 70% of your pre

jfl
n
Since 1973. Rachel Rob

inson has headed the
Jackie Robinson Foun
dation with the same
spirit and determination
that made her husband
famous.
Through her strong
leadership. Ms. Robinson

ment Package.”

Send your name and
tion Center, Retirement Pack

age, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.

2

Our grand business in life is not to see what lies dimly at a distance, but
- Thomas Carlyle

A
»

w

to do what clearly lies at hand

has made the Founda
tion one of the most
prestigious scholarship
sources, providing edu
cational and leadership
opportunities to minority
students. Thanks to the
Foundation, these young
people now have some-

ages: Call toll-free 1-888-8

address to Consumer Informa

Experts estimate you’ll

K

■

thing valuable to give
back — and that would
make Jackie proud.
That's why AnheuserBusch supports the work
of the Jackie Robinson
Foundation just as we sup
port other educational
and social programs, com

munity projects and minor
ity businesses.
At Anheuser-Busch, we're
committed to a better qual
ity oflife. For everyone.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
COMPANIES
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North Central Florida
Ocala*
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Testimony

News

by

by James Thorpe

with a horse show and rides,

Every 10 years, the Census
Bureau conducts a complete

motivational speakers, food

accounting of every resident in
the United States, no matter
where they live or what lan

guage they speak. That’s why
the Census Bureau makes a
special effort to include people

who don’t live in the usual
places.

dance contest, magic show,,
games and other activities.
This event was co-sponsored
by S.WAT., Weed & Seed,
and the Ocala Police Depart

ment
«*t*ii*i*i**ii*i*iii

On May 28th Weed &

Don’t be afraid to answer

Seed sponsored our annual trip

the questions...The Census

for die seniors. We took a step
back in time. Thirty-four
seniors toured Rosewood. The
seniors had a grand time and

Bureau’s policy on confiden

tiality dates back 150 years.
The policy was reinforced by

law in 1870 and the law has

some were able to give the tour

grown stronger over the
decades. By law, the Census

guide a lot of information fiom

what their parents told them;

Bureau cannot share your

while others found out they

answers with the IRS, FBI,

had family history in Rose

Welfare, Immigration or any

wood. It was exciting to step

other government agency. No

into the one remaining houses

court of law, not even the Pres
ident of the United States can
find out your answers. And the

that stands and see first hand
the train that took numerous

same law keeps your answers

out of the hands of these agen
cies, prevents the Census

families out of Rosewood to

safety. If you’re ever interested
in going on a tour call (352)
371-9595 or see Ula Williams.

Bureau from selling or giving

away your address to people

Ocala Police Department

who want to send you mail.

Junior Leadership Camp

Answering the Census is

During the week of June 13rd the Ocala Police Depart
ment sponsored it’s first Lead
ership Camp. The program
was designed to enhance and
direct the leadership teamwork

important, easy and safe.

Summer Day Camp
Again, this year Weed &
Seed is co-sponsoring the War
Memorial Summer Day Camp
and boy, are we having fun.

skill of students that were
selected by their fifth grade

Kids ages 5-12 are filing in
daily for a wide variety of

teachers.
According to Lynn Cypri

activities.
**********

an (Ocala Police Dept) the
students had a great time and

Children Advocacy Center

wanted it to go on for two

lhe group is designed for
non-offending parents or care
givers in case of alleged child

abuse.
This is a Free Parent Sup

meets

on

Wednesday nights at Marion
Citrus Mental Health Center

717 S.W. Matin Luther King
Jr. Avenue, fiom 5:30 to 7:00

weeks.

**********
MAD DADS Graduation

19th through 28th. If you have
a child between the ages of 912 and you liye in the Weed &

Seed target area. Please call
Lynn Cyprian at 629-8540.

93rd Church Anniversary

Dunnellon

the Almighty as saying, “If

used Ronald Euguene Mathis,

back to the creation story and

thou doest well, shalt thou not
be accepted?
And if thou

God, sings, prays, and dances
/A 77/£ SP/R/T, lifts up his

looketh

congregation of men at Beau

condemned.
As we have already said,
so now, I say again: if anybody

ual, it behooves us to look
inward to our motives. Man

mont Texas Prison, Brother

is preaching to you a gospel

Mathis said that he didn’t want

other than what you accepted,

flie sermon at 4:00 pan. Sun

pjn. at Central Florida Com

ent groups for you to enjoy

munity College’s Hampton

tiiat night.

Campus located at the comer
of Martin Luther King Blvd.

For more information call
Helen Jones at 352-629-4489.
**********

SWAT
Tobacco Day...One June 10th,
the Marion County S.WAT.

team really put one on, at War
Memorial. The day was filled

Sr. to deliver a message to the

By Dawiel Bamks

the birth of Cain and Abel in

genesis, chapter four. On a cer
tain day, both Cain and Abel
rendered offerings unto God.
Cain offered the fruit of the

**

doest not well, sin lieth at the

door.” hi tiie solemn worship

to do it, but he knew that he

let him be eternally con

had to be obedient to what
God called him to do, God told

demned. John also said anyone
who runs ahead and does not
continue in the teaching of

ground. Abel offered the

service mentioned, Cain in
feet, did not do well, in that
God caused a wind to blow on

firstlings of his frock.

the smoke of his unacceptable

Christ does not have God;

accepted by God. However,
Cain’s offering was rejected

tells him to say, and to do what
he tells him to do, without
compromise. Amen.
This all happened while

Bro. Mathis was at Lewisburg
Prison, but God wanted Bro.
Mathis to share it with the men
here at Beaumont Texas
Prison. Bro. Mathis said there
was a man who was claiming
theat he was a Christian, but he

attended the Muslim services

also. Brother Mathis said he
depended on the wisdom of
God to lead him. Bro. Mathis

then said he went to confront

Abel’s

offering

was

offering, which prevented the
fragrance from reaching His

Spirit moves him to, not

because he’d rather be at a
party. The acceptable worship
per edifies the church, not him
self The acceptable worship

sacred worship from pagan rit

on

the

appearance, but God sees the

heart. He deserves that we
offer up to Him OUR BEST!
There’s no point in think

ing that we can sin in the

world, then come and sin all

over God’s consecrated altar

too, and get by. For this cause,
Jesus cleared the temple with a

You see, I’ve noticed that

Spirit, as opposed to what he

whip! He said My house shall

upset. The story goes on to tell

in our churches are three

be called the house of prayer;

us that Cain was so jealous of

groups of people. There are

hears from his flesh. The sheep
of the Good Shepherd know

his brother Abel that he mur

non-worshipper sits through

His voice and a stranger they

dered him later, in a field. Fall

services with folded arms and

will not follow (see St. John

out from this heinous act
snowballed to the point that

frowning feces, unmoved by

10:4,5; I Corinthians 14:4;

one who welcomes him share

anything taking place, there.

were destroyed for a multiplic

in his wicked work.

Cain was banished by God

It’s a sad sight The unaccept

James 3:15).
It’s not so much the sacri

mindful that you do not incur
God’s wrath!

Son.
If anyone comes to you
and does not bring this teach

ing, do not take him into your
house or welcome him. Any

and he became extremely

nostrils in heaven.

The man said to Bro.
Mathis after hearing these

from his homeland and feared

able worshipper is a new rene

fice that we gjve, but the

that his own life would be

motive by which we give it!

scriptures that “I agree that
what this man is doing is

taken in vengeance by every

gade groups that is neither hot
or cold, one that is perfectly

wrong according to the word
of God, therefore, I’ll go with

one he met The remainder of
his life was spent in dishonor.

straddle the fence, and avidly

My case in point is this: as
difficult as it is to lead some

worldly nuances in an attempt
to graft them into sacred wor
ship. These worldly rudiments
include, but are not limited to,

but you have made it a den of
thieves. Ask God to help you
discern between good and
evil! Sodom and Gomorrah

ity of sins, not just one! Be

ushers in all of the pagan and

people worship, to begin with;

problem with a brother and I

need to go anywhere, because

not every oblation and offering

need your help. The man said

the man is you The man then

what is it that you need me to
do. Bro. Mathis said, I need

is going to please God! Some
might speculate that if Cain

“raising the roof’, irreverent

said to Bro. Mathis, I was only

going to get knowledge, when

had yielded a live animal for

ing and gyrations that are no

you to go with me and show
this Bro. that what he is doing

Bro. Mathis said: God said in

burnt offering, instead of fruits

James that if anyone of you
lack wisdom, he should ask
God, who generously gives to
all without finding fault. The
man had nothing more to say.

and vegetables; that God

music and lyrics, sensual danc

more spiritual than a cow
jumping over the moon, party
would have accepted his offer- , fevors to “celebrate” the joy of
ing also, as a sweet-smelling Jesus, and modes of dress that
savor. Yet Genesis 4:7 quotes witness to none and are inten

GAINESVILLE RESIDENTS:

Send your news items to:
The Tri-County Challenger
2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704

according to the word of God
in John Chapter 10, Verse 3-5
where Jesus said that His
sheep knew His voice, and a
stranger’s voice they will not
follow, and in Galatians, Chap

Ui»0

n

[njHd

ter 1, verse 6-9, Paul said: But
even if we or an Angel fiom

All
Copy
Submitted

Must Be
Type
written
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July 10,1999 at the church at
7:00 pm. There will be differ
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St John’s Day Celebration

Through much prayer,
Queen Victoria Lodge #50 has
planned “St. John’s Day Cele
bration” chi June 27, 1999 at

4:00 p.m. at the Ramah Baptist
Church, 10545 SB. 58th ave.
Patrick Adams, Pastor.
For more information call

WfWELCOMt
< YOUR
LETTERS
tO THE
EDITOR.

352-629-2948.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

Joli Tour Cruises

At the Business Center
3300 S W. 34th Ave. • Suite 160 #2 • Ocala, FL 34474
Licensed & Bonded
"Cruise With the Experts"

1(800) 224-3302

CRUISE VACATIONS on SALE
Fall/ Holiday Millennium
Cruise Vacations on Sale
Best Prices Now

(352) 237-2881

outward

what he hears form the Holy

whoever continue in the teach
ing has both the Father and the

er, he said to this man, I have a

is wrong. Bro Mathis then said
the man is claiming to be a
Christian, but he also goes to
the Muslim services and

hands in the sanctuary or in tire
presbytery because the Holy

music from secular music and

per moves in accordance to

you to straighten him out.”
Bro. Mathis said we don’t

this so-called Christian Broth

Community

invites you to attend the Annu
al Graduation Ceremony for
their young men. The date is
Thursday, July 1,1999 at 4:00

Students Working Against

praise. Not all will be accepted
because the motives are not
pure.
In this day and age, when
it’s hard to distinguish sacred

Greater Hopewell

Rev. Michael Warren will give

*E*!I*i***E*:***

because thou art lukewarm,

applies to the sacrifice of

Let’s take it all the way

The next D.E.F.Y. Camp

Sentencing program cordially

3100.

were cold not hot. So then,

knew

to you, let him be eternally

has set a schedule for June

MAD DADS - Alternative

For more information call
Saquana Maxwell at 629-

works, that thou art neither
cold nor hot: I would thou

other than the one we preached

DEEY.

Choir will gjve the music and

and West Silver Springs Blvd.

because Jesus said in Revela
tion 3:15, 16; “I know thy

God

heaven should preach a gospel

*;)|!*!*!**E*:*S*i*!

Missionary Baptist Church

pan.

Cain’s motive and therefore
rejected his sacrifice. The same

On April 25, 1999, God

Bro. Mathis to say what he

Rosewood Tour

Undoubtedly,

Every opportunity for the first

and neither cold nor hot, I will
spue thee out ofmy mouth. ”
The acceptable worshipper
LIVES RIGHT, walks with

Ronald Mathis Sr.

Weed & Seed Census 2000

port group.
The group

Light 1
Of The !
World I

My

tionally radical and rebellious?

As a former teacher, it's no
surprise Lozelle De Luz, Ph.D.,
helps prepare neighborhood
students for college. Although
she owns three McDonald’s in
Wilmington, Delaware, she also
finds time to get involved in the
community on a state and
national level. Lozelle mentors
minority student athletes for
college and helps to feed the
homeless through annual
programs she helped establish
as External Vice President of the
National Black McDonald's
Operators Association. Her faith
in the potential of every person
makes a difference in the lives
of everyone Lozelle touches.

Reggie Webb makes a world
of difference in people’s lives
everyday. As President of the
National Black McDonald's
Operators Association, he
helps get minority vendors
into the McDonald's system,
helping African-American
businesses to succeed.
Owning five McDonald's in
southern California keeps
Reggie busy, too; but he’s
never too busy to help
someone else achieve
their dream of success.

4i4 somebody 5«y (M) ?

McDonald’s® is an equal opportunity franchisor by choice. For information, call Harry Coaxum, Asst. V.P., at 888/800-7257. eras
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With

After having their first

Charles Howard

child they resided in St Peters
burg, FL While her husband
worked as a carpenter, Mrs.
Coleman was a full-time

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come,

So don't wait on it.”

homemaker. To help make

896-2152

ends meet, Mrs. Coleman

worked as a baker for Star
More Unique Ways To
Stretch A Dollar!

there and keep up the good
work.

-Well Water Welehing-

**********

If you own a well, you can
get the jump on home cooling

Happy Birthday

bills by using the well water to

June 18, Rosa Fuller, 19th,
Catherine Austin, Gloria P.

Market Bakery and at Leggett
Drug Store as a dishwasher
and a salad maker. Although
times were hard and work was
hard to come by, especially for
blacks, Mrs. Coleman says

cool your house. This unique

Washington; 21st, Ann Jones;

through prayer and hard work

setup involves pumping cool

22nd Simon Matthews, Jr.,

they never went hungry and

well water through a system of Renita Allen; 23rd, Victor
three auto radiators, which Thompson.
**********
cools the surrounding air. Die
cooled air is then blown into
Father’s Day Celebration
the house using a squirrel
Was what it was all about
cage-type air blower. Die well for Aron Williams of 37th
water is then fed to lawn sprin Street South when Louise

always had a roof over their

klers or recirculated to the
well.

Morgan Powell, who built
such a system for $100 in

1957, was paying $3 a month
to cool his Oklahoma house
effectively during 100 degree

weather, an amazingly low fig

Lambert and her sisters and
family came together to pre
pare a Father’s Day cook-out
at Aron’s home. Louise pre
pared a scrumptious soul
cooked meal indoors and out,
where everyone enjoyed
themselves on the patio. Oth

ure even in that year.
For more information:
“Well Water Air Conditions
Our Home,” Moigan Powell,
Popular Science, Volume 170,
June 1957, page 202.

Tonia. This celebration was

My Nephew Returns

about four generations who
enjoyed BB-Q ribs, chicken

After an eight year period,
my baby sisters son returned to

ers preparing food items
included sisters, Lena Carter,
Cora Lambert, daughter Peggy

Shannon;

niece,

Janice

Howard, Stacey Owens and

from the grill; fried chicken,

From Page. 1

passion of those oppressed to

“John Hope Franklin has

extreme to the children at that

achieve their basic human

time, they all now understand

rights. The lecture is entitled

dedicated his career to study
ing the significant implications

her firm but compassionate

Runaway Slaves: Rebels on
the Plantation, 1790-1860,
bearing the same name as his

that race relations have on our
society, much stemming from

most recent book.
“There is another side of

Underground Railroad. His
research and findings reflect
the same ideals upon which
Freedom Center is founded:
embracing freedom and racial

may

have

guidance which made them all
responsible, hard working

adults.
Athough they could bare
ly feed themselves, Mrs. Coleman’s giving spirit would
share her dinner with her
neighbor whom many times

didn’t have anything. Her
daughter Ruth says she
remembers it like it was yes

terday, how her mother would
get it before the break of dawn
preparing breakfast. Wakened
by the aroma of friend chicken,
gravy, creamy grits, and bis
put on our plates had to be

21st Century: The President’s

St Petersburg. Mrs. Coleman
says her family attended
church faithfully every Sun
day. However, the children had
no choice because the rule in

eaten before we were excused.

Initiative on Race, established

racial-harmony.

Today, Mrs. Coleman
thanks the Lord for health and

by President clinton in 1997.

her house was if you don’t get

u and go to church you were
not allowed to leave the house
that entire day. Athough that

strength and the ability to use
her mind at this age. Mrs.
Coleman has lived to see her
grandchildren, great grandchil

dren, and great great grands.

Sen. Hargrett

From Page. I

ket will allow vendors to sell
their goods and services in a

stituents.” Haigrett popular

express

these essays, and we should
feel good about how well they
were written. It’s really a cred

ized the ‘donut theory’ which

improve their writing skills.

sheltered,, secure place,” con

he describes as Third World

communities that exist in the
center of every successful,
thriving metropolitan area

Center, and now the 29th

need of assistance to move up
the economic ladder.”

To all fathers, here’s hop
ing that all of you had a grand
day with your loved ones, and

Street Indoor/Outdoor Market
will bring tiie neighborhood
back to a viable, thriving busi
ness district, according to Ms.
Coney. Die Community Mar

pray that you have many more

ket will be located across the

The appropriation was

street from the Nehemiah

recently approved by Gover
nor Bush. Representative
Bradley, who chairs tiie House
Committee on Business
Developirierit and Internation

Laundromat on the comer of

al Trade, played a role in help

Kimberly and Michael

29th Street and Lake Avenue.
While
making
the

ing convince the Governor to
approve the appropriation for

Parker and family Aslyn,

announcement of the project’s

the project. Senator Haigrett is

Breianna and Michael II left
Tubb Saturday tiie 19th for home in
received his High School Kodiak Alaska, enjoying a

funding Haigrett said, “This is

currently the Chairman for the

one more effort to add to tiie

Senate Budget Subcommittee

you all.

Lori Brain, spokesperson for
Olive Garden. “We should all

encourage young writers to

ways ofhelping those who live
in the ‘donut hole’ and are in

return Tubb, we, the family are

from New York, Tennessee,
Washington,
Georgia,
Pasta Tales was designed to

viously classified as the ‘dust

daughter of Cora Lambert of
this city. Heres to a safe trip

congratulate all young writers
who entered Pasta Tales,” said

opportunities to my con

bowl’, the Nehemiah Laun
dromat^ Youth and Family

permanently released on July
1, 1999, off paper. Happy

Bond and dinner at the Olive
Garden. Other winners were

work of the past years in con

on Transportation and Eco

tinuing with my commitment

nomic Development.

and

and how to apply are encour-

1 .itries were judged on cre

be inspired by the creativity of

and desserts and top shelf spir

wonderful stay and visiting
Disney World. Kimberly is the

ativity, oiganization, grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. “We

Louisiana, and North Carolina.

ham hocks, a variety of salads

Diploma and a certificate in
Cabinet Making. He will be

As the winner
in her age group, Kristin
receives a $250 U.S. Savings

themselves

about this mini-grant program at (813) 821-1200.

From Page. 1

to bring home economic

Coming from Sumpter

incarcerated

St. Pete Student

the 29th St. Indoor/Outdoor
Community Market. The mar

throughout America. Haigrett
added that, “I will stick to my
promise and dedication to find

While

For more infoimation, or

her and he husband moved to

Lake and 29th Street area. Pre

Journeying Back Home

applications. Applications are

promise, and serve as a com
pass toward reconciliation and

process of revitalization for the

to come.

Pinellas Counties is accepting 3-4 pjn. and 6-7 pjn.

cuits, Ruth says “whatever we

greens, fresh string beans with

On Sundays, he spends tihe day
with his family and his mother,
Debborah; sisters, Taquanya
and Talisia Howard; uncles,
Albert (Jack), Charles W; aunt
Phrances Y. Howard, Ray E.
and wife Laura Howard of
Summit S.C. Tyrone A.
Howard of Muskegan MI.

port) program in Pasco and Richey. Sessions will be held:

hope, courage and freedom’s

Avenue South, was Dwayne
Antoria (Tubb) Howard.

National Linen Service as a

national educational center and
distributive museum opening

First

he was the chair of the sevenmember One America in the

have been long time members
of Bethe 1 Baptist Church since

the third project of an ongoing

buig where he obtained a job at

Railroad Freedom Center, a

Wednesday,

and Stable Families (foimerly Union/United Way Bldg.,
Family Preservation and Sup- 10934 U.S. Hwy 19 Port

' Individuals and groups please call Maiy Romanik at
interested in learning more the St Peteisbuig Free Clinic

collard

Father’s Day gifts.
Happy Father’s Day Aaron.

the National Underground

will tell their story.”
Franklin’s career as an
educator, author and advisor

and Pasco counties. The Safe 1999,

Freedom Center will celebrate

chicken, fresh peas and okra

was. transferred to St. Peters

reconciliation,” said John
Fleming, director and COO of

half a century. Most recently,

with

its. Aron was served and treat
ed - a king receiving lovely

the story of those slaves who
escaped without the benefit of
the Underground Railroad’s
assistance, during my lecture I

nity-based programs fbr fami- from 3-4 pjn. and 6-7 pjn.
lies and children in Pinellas
’Pasco County, June 28,

in Cincinnati in 2003. The

Petersbuig FL CCC on 43rd

after

the Underground Railroad,”
said John Hope Franklin. “It is

ST. PETERSBURG - aged to attend one of the folChurches, schools, recreation lowing infoimation sessions:
programs, non-profit organiza
•Pinellas County, June 29,
tions, parent groups and more 1999 Thursday at JWB, 6698are eligible for mini-grants to 68th Avenue North, Pinellas
develop and enhance commu- Park. Sessions will be held

on race issues spans more than

heads.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman

pig feet, ham, turkey, baked

C.L, Brooksville, FL

the days of slavery and the

Funds Available ,To
Community
Organizations

due July 28,1999 by 12 noon, to receive an application,

the bay area. Arriving at the St.

being there for 8 years, Tubb

From Page. 1

seemed

rule

tinued Coney.
This funding will complete

butterbeans,

Race Relations

fo 'It*/'

CM

rhwt fa

it to the teachers and parents

With FHA's new

higher

loan limits,

you can buy your
dream home

Mr. Mike’s Gourmet Foods, Inc.

6553 - 46th Si. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

very proud of you. Hang in

"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

NEWS DEADLINE IS
MONDAY @ 4:00 P.M.

«

Phone: 1-727-520-1888

«

Pager:

1-727-402-3333

S

Fax:

1-727-520-8765

How's that for a housewarming gift?

PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

DESIGN!

Since 1934 we've helped over 26 million Americans get into new

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

SEMTSALS™

WAVE ■

homes. And starting this year, HUD can help you get a home loan for
up to $208,800. Be sure to check with your lender fo find out what

the FHA-insured loan limits are in your area. We can also help you

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

with any questions you might have. Just call 1 -800-HUDS-FHA and ask

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N'-style

321-4840

321-9322

A-Queen Beauty
I Salon
327-5241

Robert's Hair Salon
i 866-7070

for our free 100 Questions and Answers brochure. It'll tell you how
fo get an FHA loan for as little as 3% down. How to choose the right

Center Stage Unisex Salon

lender. How to prepare yourself for the homebuying process.

327-4074

And much more. In fact, if you're looking for a home, it's al

Helen's Beauty Salon

the information you need.

HUD and FHA arc on your side.

327-5182

- Emerald City
447-4548

1 - 800-HUDS-FHA

Teens then become puppets to the industry

by making smoking a part of their lives.
To find out more about SWAT
(Students Working Against
Tobacco) call

1-877-GEN-SWAT
(1-877-436-7928)

For years teens have been targeted by the Tobacco
Industry to increase the consumption of cigarettes.

It's time to

Cut the Strings!

Design by Sonshine 1

I

thf. wr.tiKi■¥

a11 rNt.KK

/College University Center
St. Petersburg Junior College
Partner institutions in the College University Center

Eckerd
College

University of

Florida State

South Florida
Florida A&M
University

University of
Central Florida

Saint Leo
College

Our mission.
The College
University
Center is an
alliance of
seven colleges
and universities
throughout
florida. its
mission is to __
provide access to
bachelor's and
master's degrees

University

Florida Gulf
Coast University

degree without leaving
Pinellas County at SPJC's College University Center
Get your Bachelor's

Your degree will come from one of SPJC's partner institutions
Available this fall at SPJC's College University Center:

people in the
Pinellas County

area.

T«^i
^"&d0"e
bolide3"serving

• Business (General)

• Elementary Education

• Business Accounting
• Business Computer
• Business Health Services Management

• Engineering Technology
• Information Studies

• Business Management
• Computer and Information Science

• Interdisciplinary Social Sciences

• Information Systems
• Nursing

• Criminal Justice

an important'inK 10

• Criminology (tentative)

community

swsM

!Ss‘Si«

find
FRff Info*

«

services.

iU'ld ahtheCodege
id through h®fthe

rsity Center
,essional
qUaK those on the

• ^acw^Ssueet dee™**
Gymnasium, 2465 ure
VjyiHi’**"’
3
.... July
...lu t1
Thursday.

"This is a huge
breakthrough...
This innovative
program from SPJC
will improve the
quality of our
workforce in a much
faster and more
complete way."
-RICK DODGE
Assistant Pinellas County

Administrator for

•adTmetpi^’dass

either night SP-’P "'

Economic Development

S-SSSS"

(727) 341-3239

Taking you to a higher degree

^athhimy. mi??9 * *
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Church News
Emmanuel Christian
New Faith Free
Methodist Church Fellowship Church
Pastor Evans and the fami-

ly of Emmanuel Christian Fel

us well as the congregation that
we are to present our bodies as

sacrifice,

Holy,

lowship Church invite each of

a

you to come, and worship with

us at any of our services for the

Acceptable unto God.
Just know that any time

Lord is always in tiie midst of
us. as we send praises.

you stop by 1948 49th Street
South, you will be blessed

The regular service times

from the word of God. It’s in

remain the same, for Sunday

the word, for it will last forev

School, morning worship, as

er.

well as evening worship.
Pastor Evans reminded the
fathers on their Father’s Day,

living

Revival time - June 21-27
at 7:30 pjn. nightly. You are
welcome, welcome, welcome!

Rev. Harry Dawkins and
Watson Haynes

New Faith Free Melhodist
Church will hold their Men’s

Day celebration and obser

vance on Sunday, June 27,
1999 at 11:00 ajn. at 2427 Irv

ing Avenue South, Rev. Cur
tiss L Long is the pastor. Mr.

Baptist Church where he is an
ordained deacon, the chairman

of the Building Program and
member of the Board of
Trustees.
Chairpersons for the
Men’s Day Celebration and

Observance are Mr. Andrew

Watson Haynes will be lhe fea
tured speaker for the occasion.

Taylor and Mr. Samuel Smith

Mr. Haynes is an active

The public is cordially invited

member of Faith Memorial

to attend.

THE FAMILY THAT
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER

the Bethel family welcomes
you to our church school at
9:00 a.m. followed by our
morning worship service at

By His Grace
Christian Ministries
You are invited to share
with Pastor Quentin J. King
and the BHG Church family in

Bethel AME
the goodness of God.
Bring you car to Miami
Sub South so the youth of
Bethel can give you a nice

and Pastor’s Anniversary.

yet balanced intense exposito

Rev. Dr. Pat McKinstry,
Upton United Methodist

ry teaching of God’s never

pleasant it is for brethren to
dwell together in unity.”
Psalms 133:1.

effort to worship and praise

Church, Toledo, Ohio and

at 26115th Avenue South, pas

Minister Willie Hector, HI. The

speaker on Thursday, June 24,

want you to be a part of these
great services. For additional

tor Constance D. Samuels,
Asst, pastor James C. Butler

event will take place on Sun
day, June 27, 1999 at 10:00

information, please call 727906-9405.

cordially invite you to attend

a.m.

keynote speaker on Friday,

Scouts,

June 25, 1999 at their buffet

•Tuesday - New Member
Class, 6:15 and Bible Study at

will be held at Banquet Mas
ters, 8100 Park Blvd. Suite,

7:00 pjn.

201, Pinellas Park, FL

style banquet. The banquet

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

Sunday School............ ......................... ...10:00 AM
Morning Worship................... ........ .....11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
........................................................ Tuesday 7:30 PM

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

Bible Study
•Thursday, Youth Bible

ing service for the church and
pastor’s anniversary. Minister

PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE

Pat Qarke is a member of

SUNDAY 11:00
"Power Breakthrough SeWTce"
"Children's Ministry" 6-11 yrs.

Study, 6:00
•Friday - Love Feast at

7:00

J/nat"
2 737 Srmtd.
St.
337/2
(727) 22/-S444

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St Pete, FL 33707

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
9:30 a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

11:15 a.m.

Evening Worship

6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class

(Wednesday)

6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30
sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible study 7:30
Friday service 7:30

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L Holloway
Sunday School................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We ^Icome you at all times.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE ■sljll
"A P/ace

of Healing and Restoration"

_

St. John Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday Services

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM..'................ PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ............... SUNDAY
9:00 AM................................... CHURCH SCHOOL........................ SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................ FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.................. TUESDAY
7:00 PM.................................. ...... BIBLE STUDY............................. TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................. PRAYER SERVICES
................ TUESDAY
7:30 PM......................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Vfcchly Services

Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Morning Worship......... ............................................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................. ............................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship...................................... ...... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed. .„................... 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814* Pastor • 323-1290, Church

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School......................................... ..................................... 9:30 am

Morning Worship................... ................................................. 11 ;00 am
.Wed. 6:30

pm

.................. Wed. 7:00

pm

Youth Bible Study.....................

Adult Bibue Study & Prayer Service

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

............................................... ..

.10:30 a m

Sunday School
............ ....................................... 9:Oo a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study .................... Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Junior Church Fellowship ................... .... .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Tutoring............ ...................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: “COME!”
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

FRIDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"

Sunday School .................................................................................... 9;30 a.m.
Morning Worship......................................................................................... 11:00a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................................................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship...........................................................................
6:00p.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

TUESDAY 7:00 PM
"Word Study" (when not in revival,

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Greater 8t. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"Victory Service"

1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m.
“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend”

-

NURSLRY'IODDLER MINISTRY
AVAILABLE EVERY SERVICE

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

i

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP

jleacta,

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
*
1-800-694-3532/(727) 343-5452

If you missed her in May,

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

BREAKTH ROUGH MIN ISTRIES

she is returning on Sunday,
June 27, 1999,10:30 a.m. as
guest speaker in the culminat

and have fun and learn about

(Howard Johnson's)

their Unity Day worship expe-

•Wednesday - Noon Day

Without Walls International

Antioch Church

God in spirit and in truth, guest

Temple of Deliverance located

Break Service. She is also the

at 822-2089.
Vacation Bible School will
be July 19-23, 1999 nightly
from 6:00 p.m-8:00 Come out

The Earth Mission Miracle

sion for Pastor King nd the
BHG Church family and we

until 2:00 p.m.

information contact the church

ending faithfulness.
This is an auspicious occa

author of “It’S Tune For a
Praise Break”, is the opening

worship service.
Pastor Dawkins along with

Annie Mae Stockton. For

Walls International Church,

speaker, a native of the city.,

at 7:00 p.m. in a special Praise

4:00 pin .for the second year
Memorial Service for Sis.

Minister Willie Hector, III

nence.
This event when brethren
come together in a unified

1999 beginning at 9:00 ajn.

6:30 pjn.

presently lectures at Destiny
Bible College and Without

“Behold how good and

ment will be in charge of the

•Monday-Boy

FL She

best known for her explosive,

10:30 ajn. The Youth Depart

tire family and the members of
Bethel invite the public to join
us Sunday, June 27, 1999 at

Church, Tampa,

three special services as they
celebrate their First Qiurch

dean car wash for a donation
of $2.00 Saturday, July 24,

Weekly Events

Earth Mission
Unity Day

PASTORAL SEARCH
The membership of First Baptist Church of West
Tampa, Inc., is in search of a full-time pastor that
is God sent, truthful and honest... Applicant must
have five consecutive years of experience as pastor
of a single congregation. Some seminary training is
required. Interested qualified applicants can send
resumes to the Pastor Search Committee, First
Baptist Church of West Tampa, PO Box 4878,
Tampa, FL 33677-4878. Resumes must reach The
Search Committee by June 30,1999.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9-30 a m
Mommg Worship 11:00 a.m. • AU Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p i
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 «Tape Ministry . Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation — Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Church News
New Philadelphia

A Community Pays
Tribute To Its Police
Chief, Goliath ’Go’ Davis

Unexplainable and unex-

pressable joy is the all con

both individually and collec
tively; publicly and privately.

suming experience of being

Continued growth in grati

co-laborers and joint heirs with
Christ. New Philadelphia

tude Is seimonic focus for Sun

gives praise and thanksgiving

proclamation, Christian virtues
of gratitude and generosity.

sonal sacrifices and hard work
led to his being promoted to

to God for the family leader

the highest position in his oiga-

ship roles many members
willingly offer to His glory. It- is

nizaiton.
This approach effort will

because of this genuine spirit

be open to the entire commu
nity and is considered by many

to be part of the healing
process for the City of St

day. Pastor will stress through

worship at 10 ajn.

At conclusion of midmoming worship a brief meet

Breakthrough
Ministries

ing will be held. Purpose of
this session is for members to
finalize plans on architectural

drawings before submLssion to

This sermon impetus is result

EDC board. Any and all possi

of church family’s daily gratefulness to God for the way He

ble internal changes will be

is leading New Philadelphia.

discussed in terms of their ben

of commitment and volun
teerism that great progress is
being made by church family.

Members are urged to attend

efit and feasibility. This will be
final meeting. Church family

worship every Sunday and not

members are requested to

A sincere attitude of gratitude
to God is offered perpetually,

forget to bring Bibles. Wisdom
School commences morning

remain at end of worship ser
vice.

Petersburg. Everyone is invit

Mt. Zion A.M.E.

ed to participate in this pro
gram and bring someone with

Police Chief Goliath Davis

them to this celebration.
Many elected and appoint

The Stewards are in gear,
preparing for “Unified Effort

ed officials will be present for

Weekend” to be held June 26th

this grand occasion. Several
notable officials who can not

and 27th. On Saturday, June
26th a family picnic is planned

attend due to scheduling con

with plenty of soul food on

flicts will send letters or other

hand. This outing will take
place at Lake Vista Park, start

means of congratulations to
the chief. This celebration will

set to pay tribute to it’s first
African American Police

be marked with words, songs,

ing at 11:30 ajn. until 4:00.
The entire church body,

Chief. This effort has two

prayers, and end with a recep

adults,

are

The site of the tribute will be
St. Mark Missionary Baptist

goals. Firstly, it is an effort to
show support and confidence

tion in the chief’s honor.
GOLIATH, according to

1301 37th Street

in the chief’s job performance.

The American Heritage Dic

encouraged to come out as we
feast and fellowship together.
An enjoyable day has been

South, St Petersburg, FL

Secondly, it focuses on the

tionary, means. A person of

planned with games and

Members of the St. Peters
burg, Florida Community is all

accomplishments of a local

colossal power or accomplish

swimming. Let’s join together

hometown hero whose per

ments.

ST. PETERSBURG-The

event will take place on Satur
day, June 26,1999 at 4:00 p.m

Chruch,

For those who love
the word of God:
Every word of God
is pure: he is a
shield unto them
that put their trust
in him.

and

children

the word and a Holy Ghost,
good time. We plan to let go
and let God have His way. Join
us in this celebration of praise

Our doors are always open
to all, and we continue to

and thanksgiving. Sunday
School will immediately fol

writing tools and a thirst for

Join us Sunday morning,

marriage. Elder Moore is an

knowledge as we grow and

anointed singer, preacher and

low, come be a part of the

continue to grow spiritually.

the 27th at 11:00 a.m. for a
power-packed service with
pastor Glenn Miller.

Sunday night at 7:00 pjn.,

learning and sharing of the
word of God. During the 11:00

in our weekly services. Bring

Monday, Bible Study,
6:00 pjn.

“Fmm Crack Cocaine

how God delivered him from

To Christ”

crack cocaine & healed their

church are in charge, the mes

Bible Study, 11 ajn.; Prayer

Debbie Moore, St Petersburg,

have a heart fra* lost souls.

sage will be delivered by Bro.

Meeting, 7:30 p.m.

FL will be ministering. Don’t

No weekday services the
week of the 28th.

As we move on, pray for

miss this special night. You

Youth Choir will render song

us as a body, for WE ALL

have to hear their testimony of

stand in need of prayer.

for a time or relaxation and

service.
Crane join us in our cele
bration as we lift high tiie

fun!

name of Jesus. Let’s make it a

Saturday, June 26th and
Jane 27th Unified Effort

For Sunday, June 27th at
our 7:30 ajn. worship service,

blessed

Weekend Celebration.

UNIFIED

-June Upcoming Events-

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

327-0997

EFFORT!’!

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

Bethel Community Baptist
Church family. Come seeking

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 906-8300

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

CHURCH

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St Petersburg, FL 33712

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School......................................................... 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship..................................................11:30a.m.
YPWW.........................................
Evening Worship.................................................... 7:30p.m.

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

John A. Evans,. Sr.

Rev. F.G, Jackson, Pastor

CHURCH SERVICES

(813) 822-2455
Church School......... 9.30 a.m.
Morning Worsmp . 11 00 a -n
STU
bOOpm
Evening Worship... 6.00 pm
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class . . . 7 SO p.m

Wednesday Youth
Rehear1 al
5:30 p ni
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study........... 7:30 p.m.
1 st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir Rehearsal....! 1:00 a m.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.. .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ..........11:00 a.m.

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

Travelers Rest

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.P Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............ 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship........... 6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study ..................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting .......................................................6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service.................11:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................... 9:30a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

9:00 AM.................................................... %................... ...
9:30 AM............... .............. ........................... ..

SATURDAYS

Sunday School................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..................
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study.......................................
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

(813) 327-8560

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
Prayer Time

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Sunday School

11:00 AM...................................................... .. ....................... f.................... Worship

Sabbath School: 9 am

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries

12:30 PM................................................................After Service Fellowship
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Sunset

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone .

WEDNESDAY

950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 821-5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields

Dr. Frederick D. "Terry

Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

j

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Rastor-Counselor

^Philadelphia Community Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, FL 33733

"We are the light of tne world, tnat will not be hid."

Wfedom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:50 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:50 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

IDeacon Ministry................................................ ................................ Deacon Edward Nesbittl
IFinance Ministry...................... ....................... ............................................... Janies Robinson |
I Children & Youth Ministry ...................... ............................................... Joyce PnMwmwi I
| Clerk Ministry............... .................................•................................. .. Wyvonnia McGee I

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

"A Church With Passion For God and Cony&^^Mi For People"

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

6:00p.rn.

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

sionist. Many people have
been healed and delivered
through their ministry. They

Wednesday,

Alphonso Turner and the

M.B.

also an accomplished percus

Elder Bruce & Missionary

end efforts, being joined by
Rev. Manual Sykes and the

PEACEFUL ZION

Elder Bruce and Missionary Debbie Moore

Vintage

ajn. worship, the men of the

we will culminate our week

Proverbs 30:5

extend an invitation to join us

Bro. Robert Smith

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 AM.

Sunday Morning Bible Class ........ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.................... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday....................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. . .7:00 p.m.

—

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

* Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
’ Proble.ns
.
'*■
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
rpsrsssi
1
L»As|
• Non-Sexist Participatiorr’Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST

CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

schedule of Services
Church School................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.....................
11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .....................................5 p.m.
Evening Worship...................
6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday........................................
7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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Church News
United Methodist District
Superintendent To Address
B-CC Summer Graduates

Bethel Metropolitan
The Ministerial Staff Offi
cial Board and Church family
invite you to worship with us

the entire family. The June
study is "The Mind Is A Bat

encouraging al ages to mark

tlefield, ” Rev. Lloyd Wright is

your calendar for Vacation

during the 8:00 and 11:00 ajn.
services and Sunday School at
9:30 a.m. The Praise Team,
Sanctuary and Male Ministry

the facilitator. Transportation is
available, call the church office
at 327-0554 if you have a

Bible School 1999. The theme
is “Salvation...The Gift That

DAYTONA BEACH The Rev. Kevin M. James, Sr.,

Theological Center (ITC)
Gammon Theology Seminary

Committee.
On making the announce

District Superintendent of the
St. Petersbuig District of the

of Atlanta, GA
His pastorships include
Stewart Memorial United

ment of the B-CC’s summer

United Methodist Church, will

return to his alma mater to
deliver the Summer Com

Methodist Church, Daytona

Bishop Lillie Delores
Simmons Ward

commencement
activities,
President Bronson said this
about James: “Your accep

June 26 in Moore Gymnasium

Beach and Emmanuel United
Methodist Church Palatka, FL
where he spearheaded the
erection of an educational
building. And he has served as

on campus.
James is the youngest Dis

campus minister at Florida
A&M University and college

trict Superintendent appointed
in the Florida Conference and

chaplain at Bethune-Cookman
College.

the second youngest in the
Southeastern Jurisdiction.

James was appointed by
the late Governor Lawton

James is the recipient of

Bom in Los Angeles, CA,

Chiles to the board of directors

numerous fellowships and

James was reared in Daytona

of One Church, One Child in

Beach. He holds the Bachelor
of Science degree, with a

1994 and reappointed in 1997.

grants including the Crusade
Scholar, the Board of Global

mencement Address to the
1999 Summer Graduating
Qass at 10 ajn. on Saturday,

tance of the invitation to speak

has insured that the graduating
seniors will have the cherished
opportunity to be inspired,
challenged and informed by

one of Bethune-Cookman’s
top successful role models.”
James will receive the hon
orary degree of Doctor of
Divinity at commencement.

open. Come share the gift!

less.

Our mid-week activities
include AWANA, Bible Study

pjn. Currently we are studying

(NBC) and Prayer Service.

the book of Revelation.Bring

*27th Board of Christian
Education, 4:00

These Wednesday night ser

writing tools and a thirst for

vices at 7:00 pjn. are designed

knowledge, then grow with us

for the spiritual enrichment of

each week.

Rev. Dr. CC. Carlman,
C.W.M. Director is calling the

-June Calendar-

supporting pastors and their
churches seeking relief funds

*28th-Pathfinders Sum
mer Camp.

Pastor Browne and the
Traveler’s Rest Church family

of Yvonne Demps thanks all
for a great enlightened Vaca

C.Y.YA.

extends a heartfelt welcome to
all to worship with us this
fourth Sunday. Our youth will

tion Bible School. God show
ered us with his blessings. God
is blessing Travelers’ Rest and

12:30 pjn.;
Special congratulations to
Sherry Roberts and Minister

be in charge of service. The

anointing members as they

C.Y.YA. choir will sing and

become empowered in Lay
Ministry.

Larry Lewis on their marriage
on June 26 at five o’clock at
New Hope Missionary Baptist

youth ushers will be the door
keepers. Brother Dalvin

Pastor Browne encourages
all members to attend confer

McClendon will deliver the
spotlight on youth. Kia
Boykins encourages all chil
dren, youth, and young adults

ence on Friday, June 25,1999
at 7:00 p.m.

to attend choir rehearsal on
Saturday at 12:30 pjn.

•Thursday, June 24, Midday
Bible Study, 11:00 ajn.

The Christian Education
Ministry under the leadership

-Friday, June 25-Conference,
7:00 pjn.

for the Mexican needy.

Weekly Activities

-Saturday,

June
choir

26

Rev. Dr. C.C. Carlman

Please send donations to
CW. M., P. O. Box 82456,

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Caribbean World Missions

Tampa, FL 33612 or for more
information call (813) 935-

recently received a letter fiom

9455.

-

rehearsal,

SCHOOL IS OUT
DRIVE WITH CARE

Church, Tampa, Florida.

-Sunday, June 27,9:30, Sun
day School; 10:45, Morning
Worship; 5:00 Baptist Training
Union

-Wednesday, June 30-7:00
pjn. Prayer/Praise; 7:30 Bible
Study.

Friendship M.B.

major in Religion and Philoso

phy and minor in Sociology

Methodist Men in the Florida

fiom Bethune-Cookman Col

Conference and the Board of

lege (class of 1983) and the

Ordained Ministry Committee

published

Master of Divinity degree

on Institute of Preaching and

Methodist Inteipreter and the

and 11 a.m. services. Sunday
School 9:30 ajn., General

fiom The Interdenominational

the Administrative Review

Black College Magazine.

Mission, 3 pjn. and BTU 4:30

United

You are encouraged to

recent earthquake that struck

Traveler’s Rest

Ministries of the United
Methodist Church and the
Deland
District
United
Methodist Men. He has been
the

that the citizens are in need of
relief funds as the results of the

attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12:00 to 1:00

He also serves on the General
Commission on
United

in

Mexico and were informed

there. Many of them are home

will serve.

Diana Mason

VBS director Edith Jeter is

Keeps On Giving.” Plan to
join us July 6-10, fiom 7:009:00 pjn. Registration is now

need.

Choirs and Youth Usher Board

Rev. Kevin M.
Janies, Sr.

Caribbean
World Mission

Pastor John A. Evans Sr.
and the Friendship Missionaiy

Number 2 Ushers will serve.

Thursday, July 1, 7-8:45

Pastor Evans will preaching

Baptist Church invite you to

the divine word of God.

pjn. Prayer/Praise Service and
Bible Study; 7:45 Youth

worship with us June 27 at 8

pjn. The Male Chorus and

Weekly Events
Tuesday, June 29, 6:00
pjn., CPC Ministry Meeting;
*Wed, June 30, Noon Day
Bible Study;

•win m. <

j

O#w# OF SIKVICK

Enrichment Hour and

M Momma

*July 2nd Church Confer

ence.

s sass.*— s

7 30 AM

.

Cortwnunlon Setvlc. 0W Sunda.l

ffiOO AM
>:OO PM

,,

Meeting It Kt>l» Stuoy

ZW
MV. FRIO L MAXWELL, PASTOR

(Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, Fll

Reg. Bragg L Ttimer, Pastor' •
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
“The Church That's Moving’Forward Together”

All Nations Church of God By Faith.
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926-327-2656 fOPS! 1
Sunday School
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
Nighf Worship ..........
. . :7 p.m. ;
Tuesday Bible Class '. ....
,“>.8p.rri.rt
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
,8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service ..... J
... .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School
..,.11 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

Missionary Baptist Cltprch
1121 22nd Street So.. St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services

8:00 a.m...........Morning Service
9:45 a.m.............Sunday School
11:00 a.m.

.........Worship Service

5:00 p.m................................................... B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersbuig, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

Except God build the

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 -10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

house they labor in

vain that build it.

Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o
w
5

H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

Episcopal Church

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

(813) 327-0593

QGENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

To God Be The Glory’

(2nd Saturday Monthly)

Tape Ministry - All Services

"A Church Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712

PHONE: 896-6722

,

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................*........... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..............................................
g.:n
Mid-Morning Worship ................................... ........... ii .no a m

c.qo

Baptist Trainmg Union..................
.............
nm
Bibk Study/Prayo- Service..................Thursday 7:30 p.m.'
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ................................ 6:00 p.m

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

' 2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship....................
-7.00 Sunday School.....................................................
Morning Worship.......................................
.. .
a.m.

Services

Baptist Training Union........................ ....................
Communion..................
”7’fin a m
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................

a

1, nn P‘m-

——————................... ...7:30 p.m.

{

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

The _Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

PJea&uiityiMe MiAAiancpuf fc&plid Qkuhck

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Sunday School................8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................ 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

. ... in

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church J

2101 -22nd Ave. S., St. Petersbi
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir
Father Callist Nyambo. Pastor

"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m
The church where everyone Is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives
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Dying People Find Comfort &
Dignity At Hospice House
Woodside-One Woman’s Story

Moore's Chapel One Church,

A.M.E. Church
Rev. Quintin Parker and
Moore’s Chapels Church fam
ily welcome you to their ser

vices this 4th Sunday in June
(27th) during both the 8:00 and
11:00 a.m. The sermon will be

delivered by Rev. Ira Whitson;

11:00 sermon will be delivered
by pastor Parker; music will be

rendered by the E.M. Blocker
Male Chorus for both services,

directed and accompanied by

Michael Melvin and musician

727-321-3545

Education Christian Conven
tion, Rev. Jerome L Denmark,

love and adopt them.

One

who wished to adept, and the

Church, One Child is looking

need for information about

for nurturing, loving persons to

black youngsters waiting to

provide adoptive homes for

belong to families. Out of this

waiting black children.

meeting grew a specialized

decisions about the care she

In Florida, as of January
31, 1999, there were 2,028

recruitment program, One

received, such as whether to

Church, One Child that pro
vides a unique example of

have any more suigery or not,

cooperation between church
and state and that is reaping
rewards for children and the

the remaining days of her life.
For instance, she wanted the
freedom to come and go as she

families they join through
adoption.

pleased, to see her family and

Presiding Elder. Hosted by
Rev. Hollinsworth and the Mt.

Moriah AME Church family,
28 youth delegates attended
from Moore’s in addition to
the pastor and chaperones. Par

ticipating in the Bible Brain
Bowl, grades 3-5 and winning

Their coach was Rev. Geral

Golden, 867-0156, and Antho

dine Gray. First place winner,

ny Macon, 328-0022 by 9:00
p.m. Saturday evenings.

grades 6-8 were Indya & Desolyn
Brown,
Mallory

9:12-17. All officers and
church members are encour

aged to attend.
Moore’s Chapel Women
Growth Seminar will be held

Friday, July 16 at 6:00 pan.
until 8:00 p.m. and Saturday,
July 17th 7:30 am. until 2:30

Williams, Jr. Miles Poole and
Jamal Scott.

Services/Rehearsals
Noon Day Prayer Service,
Wed.
12:00;
Prayer
Service/Bible Study, Wed.,
7:00 pjn.; Mass Choir
Rehearsal, Tuesday before the
1st and 2nd Sunday; Inspira
tional Choir Rehearsal, Thurs

days before the 1st and 2nd
Sunday;
Male
Chorus

Rehearsal Thursday before tiie
3rd and 4th Sunday; Monday,

pjn. Registration begins at
6:00 pan. Friday. Continental

June 7th, Steward Board

Breakfast Saturday, 7:00 ajn.
Keynote speaker, Rev. Bessie

Trustee Board Meeting; Mon

Mohead, pastor of Mt Pleas

Meeting.

ant A.M.E. Church, Odessa,

FL. For more information,

please contact Rev. Ira Whit

son, 727-823-6313, Mae Jackson, 906-8425 or the church,

Meeting; Monday, June 14th

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

children available for adop
tion. Of this total, 1.064 (53%)

are Black; 718 (35%) are

White; 170 (8%) are Hispanic;
and 76 (4%) other.
In 1980, the number of
healthy black infants in Cook
County, Illinois waiting for
adoptive
families
had
increased alarmingly. Eighty
healthy children under the age

of one years old were without
permanent adoptive homes. It
was imperative to develop a

Information

regarding

tact Amos Leonard, and Issac
Grant

care. "The staff at Woodside
allowed her to make her own

and how she wanted to live out

L-R: Angela McKahand, Peggy Cooper and Kathy Alderman

have them visit her whenever
she felt well enough. These
were very important to her.”

PINELLAS PARK-The

for life she was able to sustain

Hospice of the Florida Sun-

through her entire life, thanks

“The staff at Woodside

feet that the staff always kept

inquire about how and what
you can do to help support the

coast’s Hospice House Wood-

to the helpful hands who cared

was supeib,” says her sister,

us informed of the status of her

side, a residential facility for

for her at Hospice House

condition and what we would

program by volunteering.

seriously-ill peeple who are

unable to remain in other liv

Woodside.
Peggy was a 39-year old

Angela McKahand. “Our fam
ily cannot say enough good
things about the people here.

those who would like to, can,
adept a black child or just

Call Joyce Robinson today

happened.

“I think for our family, the

expect as she got closer and
closer to her death was

at (727) 893-2834 and she

ing arrangements, recently cel

mother, who learned she had a

We just couldn’t have provid

children.

will provide you with more

ebrated its fifth anniversary.

ed the kind of care my sister

extremely helpful,” said
Angela. ‘Tt just made it so

L.

details. Help to preserve the

Over the past five years, this

brain tumor. At the time, she
was six months pregnant with

legacy - adept a black child.

home-away-from home for

her third child, Chloe. Three

needed and received at Woodside. She was in good hands. If

much easier for all of us to
cope with her illness and her

One Church, One Child,

those at the end-of-life has

operations followed. None

an oiganization dedicated and

helped more than 1,300 people

passing away, although I must
say we all deeply miss her.

live out the remaining days of

pastor of Holy Angels Church,

I
for black children witout fami

was successful and she soon
became a hospice patient. For

you ask me, the peeple of
Woodside are a godsend.

their lives receiving the com

Peggy and her family the goal

and a leader in the black com

lies. Common Peeple, doing

munity. They discussed the
traditional barriers to formal
adoption by black families.

common things, uncommonly

fort and care they deserved, and
allowing them to die with dig

program that would meet the
needs

of these

Accordingly,

Gregory

Coler, Director of the Illinois

Department of Children and
Family Services sought the aid
of Father Geoige Qements,

committed to finding families

well!

I

nity. Here is one resident’s
story.

It is the story of Peggy
Cooper, a woman with a zest

t’s not always easy to love others, especially
when they look or think differently than we
do. Yet John the Evangelist reminds us “that
we should believe in the name of his son Jesus
Christ and love one another, just as he has
commanded us.”

Holds A Cultural violence Forum
-

tory that founded America, it’s

Monday, June 28th at 7 p.m.
at the Main Library, 3745 9th

no surprise that white children

ness, and create a social system
that isn’t hostile to and alienat

don’t see a future in this sys

ed from the rest of the world.

nomic development and jus

Gaida Kambon,

tem, a system that was found

Anita also states...”Today this

tice for African people, not the

Uhuru Movement leader,
Sheridan Murphy, Executive

ed on the massacres ofAfrican

violence continues through the

failed public policy of more

and Indigenous people.”

massive imprisonment

and

police and prisons.” Contact

Director of the Florida Ameri

The crisis we see in white

brutality of African, Mexican

can Indian Movement will join

society comes from history,

and Indigenous peopleslocked

the African People’s Solidarity
Committee at P.O. Box 883,

Anita Weir, Local Chair for the
African people’s Solidarity

and the only way to move for

down inside the U.S. prison

St. Petersbuig, FI. 33731 or

ward is to join with the

system! White children are in

call (727) 898-1042 for further

Committee who states “Given
the violent and genocidal his-

oppressed peoples in fighting
for their freedom and happi-

college and over 1 million

information.

Ave. N.

added Angela with a smile as
she reflected upon her sister’s

wonderful program, where

day, June 21st Official Board

Moore’s Chapel Century Faith
Builders Program please con

"And, that's another good
thing about hospice care,”

Find out more about this

African People's Solidarity Committee
ST. ' PETERSBURG

gave her die option she was
seeking at the end of life.

ing, waiting for a family to

1st place were: Talia Carpen

ning”, Genesis 6:5-8, 7:14,

One Child—
Children in Florida are stand

ter, Tyrielle Patterson, Wesley
Smith and Churmie Parker.

charge. The lesson entitled
“Judgement and New Begin

dent peison. All I can say is
‘Thank God fbr Woodside.’ It

The St. Peteisbuig District
Church School and Christian

portation to church please con

Church School will begin
at 9:30 a.m with superinten
dent Mose Phillip Bell in

a very headstrong, indepen

Misinformation about proce
dures, lack of agency sensitivi
ty in assisting black families

Princess Edwards. For trans
tact the Bus Ministry, Willie E
Bryant, 894-6067, Robert

15

young Africans are in prison.

“It was Peggy’s decision to

“None of us will ever for
get the kind of care Peggy

at this point was to create an

go to Woodside. Anyone in our
family who lives in this

environment where she would
be able to live life to the fullest

area...me, or my sister, Kathy,
or my brother, Christopher,

received at Woodside,” said
Angela. “In feet, my sister
Kathy and I bom intend to

in the time she had left. And as
a resident of Hospice House
Woodside, that’s exactly what

would have taken her in, but
she didn’t want to bp a burden

become hospice volunteers.
It’s the least we can do for

to any of us. Besides, she was

what The Hospice of the Flori
da Suncoast did for our sister.”

What Is The Price
One farmer, reluctant to
have his picture taken and tell
his story, said he had received
a loan, but was forced to make
payments on additional money
that he did not receive. The
loan agents had foiged his
name to the loan papers and
made it seem as if he were
receiving thousands more dol

From Page. 1

them file lawsuits? Why didn’t

It is not about the $50,000,

more people complain?
, “If you have been running
your head into a brick wall for
30 or 40 years or more, and
have not made any progress,

but the settlement will help
step the discrimination,” said
Joe Bryant, a farmer from Pine
Bluff Ark. ’The USDA will

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS
4 PM
MONDAY

pay close attention to the situa
tion and force its agents to act
in a more fair and just manner.
The $50,000 will not solve

HIRES

you get kind of frustrated,”
Patty Gentiy said, “Many of
the farmers are old and tired

lars in loans. The reality is that

and cannot continue to fight.
They feel almost like ‘What’s

racism, but it will shed light

and make the country aware of
the problems.”
Is $50,000 the value of

We can change this relation
ship and support genuine eco

he has paid nearly $200,000 on

tiie use? ’ But I believe this time

a loan he never received, and

it will work. This one has some

the government says he still

teeth,”

fair treatment? Through my

brief enlightening experience

If this is happening to
black farmers throughout the

Well if this one has some
teeth, why are the farmers just
suing for $50,000 each in this
day where people sue for as

tag laige enough to place on

country, why didn’t more of

much as they can get?

justice.

owes
$180,000.

approximately

with the black farmers, I’ve

found that there is not a price

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor l

Those who develop a bet
ter attitude instead of acting
mean and blowing off steam,
will work together successful

ly conquering challenges and

operating as a team.
When you do special
things, special things happen

to you. •
Failure to comply with

morality for the sake of infi
delity, is evidence of tiie need
for psychiatry.
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ENTERTAINMENT
'Wild Wild West'

King Of R&B
POCAC Holds
R. Kelly Hits
Appreciation Day
The Road With
Platinum Album
ST.

PETERSBURG -

People erf Color AIDS Coali
tion, Inc. (POCAC), in con
junction with National Testing

residents of Pinellas County.

Day, invite you to an “Appre
ciation Day Outing”, Saturday,

open invitation for any Pinell as

June 26,1999 fiom 2:30 until.

This event is being held to
thank you for your continued
support and dedication in help
ing us create an oiganization to

TAMPA - The Arthritis

Foundation presents it’s first
“A Joint Bazaar”, Saturday,

Seniors In Service
& The Hyde Park
Live Music Series

by Khana A. Riley

This week my article is

TAMPA - Seniors in Ser
vice ofTampa Bay, Inc. will be
the benefiting charily of the

about the Talent Show that the
Lakeview Optimist Club is

having. It takes place at the

Enoch D. Davis Center, in St
Petersbuig. To be a part of the

talent show we had to go

through numerous auditions,

photo shots, dress rehearsals. I
was amazed at

how many

people were talented in the dif

All participants passed the

The concert will be located
in the Olde Hyde Park Village

sales will go to benefit Seniors
in Service.

shopping district Event times
are 6:00 pjn -9:00 pjn.

recognition, R. Kelly was
Sparkle, Columbia Recording nominated with Celine Dion
artist Nas, Island Recording this year for Best Pop Collabo
artist Kelly Price and Arista ration with Vocals for a Gram
Recording artist Deborah Cox. my for the self-penned and

CLEARWATER - Second
Annual Community BBQ on
Saturday, June 19th, 12:002:00 P.M. The Youth Arts
Corps at Wildwood is located

bara Andeis.
For more information
please call the Enoch Davis

PEACE OUT!!!

Tampa
Offers Kids
AWild
Array Of
Summer
Activities

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
: C

Soul Train Music Awards with
the Sammy Davis, Jr. Award
for Entertainer of the Year. R.
Kelly also performed at the
show and was nominated for

on Wednesday, July 28,1999.
All proceeds fiom the beer

is $5.00 It might seem a little
much but it’s worth it This
event is coordinated by Mrs.
Barbara Bolden and Mrs. Bar

me about your summer

ing March at the 13th Annual

Hyde Park Live Music Series

Youth Arts Corps

and piano playing.

NEW YORK - Jive
Recording artist R. Kelly will
begin his tour on May 5 in
Richmond, VA at the Colise
um in support of his critically
acclaimed album R.R. Kelly
will headline the tour support

auditions with flying colors.

singing, poems, dancing, ballet

R. Kelly

The performing band will
be The Exit, a local rock band
that plays popular Top 40s and
some acoustic songs.

The talent show takes place on
Friday, June 25,1999. lhe fee

Centerat 893-7134.
Please continue to write

ferent fields. There will be

Along with plenty of food

and fun, we are extending an

County resident to receive on
site Free Anonymous HTV

testing.
For further information,

please call 727-822-2437, ext
14.

Vendors Invited To Join
Outdoor Marketplace
In August---------------------

Top Photo: Kevin Kline as Artemus Gordon and
Will Smith as James West in Wild Wild West'.
Photo Right: (Top Left) Will Smith;
(Top Right) Kevin Kline; (Bottom Left)
Kenneth Branagh as Dr. Arliss Loveless;
(Bottom Right) Salma Hayek as Rita Escobar

Lakeview Optimist Club
Presents Talent Show

meet the unmet needs of the

at 955 26th St S. in St Peters
buig.

Musical entertainment

will be provided by the Youth

Arts Corps Band accompanied
by the Brazilian Batucada Per
cussion and with new original
music and drum jam session.
Artwork will be for sale by the

xmi

all ages are welcome. Bring
your favorite side dishes to
share. Publix Super Markets
has generously donated other

R. Kelly was honored dur produced song “I’m Your

Angel.”

cause of disability in America
affecting over 43 million
Americans or 20% of the pop

Tampa.
The outdoor Bazaar pro
vides an opportunity for local
, vendors to sell crafts, food fur
niture, health services and

find a cure for and prevention
of arthritis and serves to
improve the quality of life for
those people affected by
Arthritis.

ulation in Florida. The Foun
dation supports research to

African Festival Market Presents:
On Que Players

Saturday, July 3rd 1-4 pm
Campbell Park

* FREE *
Bring your chairs & blankets
VENDORS WANTED

1

EVERY DAY

(727) 821-2437

H___________________________________________________ I

WILL SMITH
JAMES WIST

needed supplies. Please con

KEVIN KLINE
ARTEMUS GORDON

“Ill’S#

tact Andrea Beane, Program
Coordinator, Youth Arts Corps

and Members located in the

893-2354.

Ntyw

Best R&B/Soul Album, R. In
addition to the Soul Train

Arthritis is the leading

4 p.m. on the parking lot of the
HealthSouth Rehabilitation
Facility, 4107 N. Himes
Avenue, across from Ray
mond James Stadium in

is flee and open to the public;

at Wildwood for further infor
mation. The number is (727)

YV

Recording artist Foxy Brown,
Rock Land Recording artist

two awards: Best R&B/Soul
Single, “HalfOnA Baby” and

free for the public.

August 21,1999 from 9 am. -

Gallery. Artwork to be dis
played is: Paper floor lamps,
ceramic clocks, wall pockets
and original prints. This event

Youth Arts Corps Apprentices

• JU’-V

ed by Elektra Recording artist
Busta Rhymes, Def Jam

more to the public at laige.
Shopping at a joint bazaar is

- ”'j

• - -- ■ --

Mm

TAMPA - In Tampa this
summer, kids rule. From dis

covering what a giraffe’s
tongue feels like while hand
feeding one of the towering

herbivores

to

k

sleuthing

through “crime scenes” for

critical fingerprints and filjers;
fiom seining for aquatic crit

iSPIKELEEjom

WILD WILD WEST

ters that call Florida’s rivers,

lakes and bays home to craft
ing clay-mation creatures and
firing them in a kiln, Tampa is
offering an explosion of funfilled summer' camps and

themed activities that will real
ly give kids something to write
about in their “How I Spent

My Summer Vacation” essays.
Some of those fantastic

events and places will include:

Busch Gardens, Zoo Camp;
fhe Florida Aquarium Aqua
Camp; Museum of Science &
Industry Summer Science

Camp;Saddlebrook Resort,
Kids Oub; Salvador Dali
Museum, Surreal Summer
Adventure Camp; Tampa
Museum
of
Art-Art

Camp;Wildlife on Easy Street
Summer Camp and others. For
more, intormation call these
various locations or contact

Tampa/Hillsborough Conven
tion and Visitors Association,
(813)223-1111.

a

IT’S ft WHOLE NEW WEST.
KENNETH BRANAGH SALMA HAYEK

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES m UO ACRES AND A MULE FILMWORKSprwn
iSPIKELEE w "SUMMER OF SAM" JOHN LEGUIZAMO ADRIEN BRODY
MIRA SORVINO JENNIFER ESPOSITO ANTHONY LA PAGLIA
SRUTHE,CARTER smiSALEXSTEYERMARK “TERENCE BLANCHARD
mBARRY ALEXANDER BROWN °STHERESE DePREZ SELLENKURAS
SMICHAEL IMPERIOLLhd JERICARROLL-COLICCHIO ®
*5’VICTOR COIICCHIO MICHAEL IMPERIOLUSPIKE LEE W5 i^^^jONKILIKmSPIXELEE “WLEE

INKERS DU
1PIAYPP

BYu.u.

PG13 PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED <S£S>

PETERS ENTERTAINMENT

: wwvtesti/nniiferofsarn Com <
.? 1 PART t>f

www.willlwilllw6sf.liet

NETWORK

STARTS FRIDAY, JULY 2ND
IT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Some Material May Be inappropriate lor Children Under 13.

WARNER BROS,1
A TIME U ARNtR ESHRTAlSAftVTCOMCAST

SMiultitcUlhuniKM/htflstiiplecNk

lit

SOUNBTBACK ALBUM INCUWES

WITH NEW MUSIC BY

MIDI
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CHALLENGER sports
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Mayor Appoints Chair Of
Holds Golf Tournament
Marketing Task Force For Baseball
Bob Carter is the one to lead
this effort not rally because of

and media management. Pre

fuse will be short to assemble

vious positions include vice

this task force and devise a

his strong marketing experi
ence and regional involve

president of Bayfront Health
System,Inc. senior strategic

ment, but because of his long

advisor for Bayfront Life Ser

strategy that will enhance and
increase the presence of maj or
league baseball’s efforts in this

baseball. Bob Carter, president

history of supporting baseball

vices, publisher and president

of Carter Communication, will
chair a regional task force that

efforts in this area over tiie

of Tampa Bay Business Jour
nal, publisher of South Maga

ST.
PETERSBURGMayor David J. Fisher
appointed today a local public

relations executive to lead a
Marketing Task Force for

will work toward helping the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays in

years.
Carter
first
became
involved in the effort to recruit

building attendance for the

baseball to St. Petersburg in the

remainder of the season at

1980s, and helped with the
Join the Team season ticket
reservation campaign. His
company, Carter Communi

Tropicana Field.
“We are a committed part
ner with the Devil Rays,” said
Mayor David J. Fisher,” and

have been asked by Managing
General

Partner

Vince

Naimoli to work with the team
toward these common goals.

L-R: Keith George, Bobby Stokes, Archie Thompson, Cecil Keene, William Motley, George Moore, Jr.,

and Jeroi re Teilis

We look forward to seeing

African American students
who wish to continue their

you at the tournament. Bring

TAMPA - Tampa Bay
Buccaneer Eric Vance is get

your team and accept our chal

ting a whole new look on life.

ships and the escalation of

lenge by taking home the tro
phy. Lets have fun in the spir

Friday, June 25, he’s having

Alpha Psi Golf Scholarship

scholarly efforts in institutions
of higher learning. We seek

Tournament which will be

individual achievement since • your support in this endeavor
its inception. We are very1 and offer the many options for
you to participate with us in
, proud of our efforts within the

it of scholarship and brother
hood.
For additional information

vision. Following years of con
tact lens wearing, Vance has
decided to apply the ultimate
contact lens solution - Dr.
Stephen A Updegraff, Med
ical Director of Updegraff
Laser Vision.

Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi

ofAlpha Psi Fraternity is spon

Fraternity has been involved

soring its fourth annual Kappa

with fundraising for scholar

held in St Petersburg, Florida

at Mangrove Bay Golf on July
10,1999.

community

and

through

contact (727) 893-7800.

our scholarship undertaking.

events such as this we seek to

LASK surgery to improve his

Updegraff an internation
ally recognized refractive sur
geon, will perform the proce-

Omega
Psi Phi’s
Annual
Fishing
Trip-----ticipate in this worthy cause
and for the first time in 7 years,
the boat was completely sold

out and more than 1000 fish
were caught.

Basileus, John Wooten and
Chairman, Keith Thompson,

wishes to thank tiie Tampa
Bay area for its strong support.

PETERSBURG -

Petersbuig, sponsored a spring

ETA RHO Chapter of St.

Fishing Trip in late May, to

ST.

support its local Scholarship
fund for college bound youth.

The chapter, each year
invites tiie community to par-

enormous potential in Tampa

Bay.”
The Pinellas County Eco

zine and director of Marketing
and Sales for Florida Trend.
He serves on the boards of the
Urban

League,

nomic Development Depart
ment has already committed to
provide research and staffing

Pinellas

Marine Institute the Mahaffey
Theater and the Florida

for this effort. Marketing pro
fessionals from throughout the

Department of Law Enforce

region will be asked to serve
on the task force. After the

ment.

cation, is an affiliate of Moore
Epstein Moore. He is a veter
an communications executive
with 20 years of experience in
strategic communications,
publishing, public relations

“I’m not only delighted,
but honored, to serve in this

committee

capacity,” said Carter. “While

Carter will schedule the first

baseball season is long, our

meeting later this month.

is

dure Friday. The LASK pro

ately.
“I’ve checked out qualifi
cations thoroughly. I wouldn't

cedure can treat nearsighted
ness, farsightedness and astig-

matism-for just about anyone.
The procedure relies heavily

trust my eyes to just anyone .
Dr. Updegraff has more expe
rience doing this than any

on the skill of the surgeon, call

other Florida surgeon, more
than all but a handful of sur

ing for the doctor to create a
thin flap of the upper collagen

Saint kicker, Mark Royals, as
well as The Sports Animal
Steve Duemig and Charlie
Slowes who does color for tiie
Devil Rays radio network.
‘Tm looking forward to a
season of clear, natural vision,”

geons in the U.S. I’m more
than confident. I’m ready,’’
said Vance. He provides back
up for starting safety John

layer of the cornea. The sur
geon then lifts the flap, and
uses an excimer (cool-beam)
laser to craft a new comeal sur
face. When the flap is
replaced, most patients notice

Lynch.
In selecting Updegraff,
Vance follows New Orleans

vision improvement immedi-

said Vance who is beginning
his second year on tiie Tampa
Bay team, ‘There are days
when I get up and think,

‘today, I just can’t put those
contacts in’ the idea that I
won’t have to is both amazing
and exciting.”

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

^CARWASH)

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIKUJBE)
V s------- &

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

■

( DETAILING )
< CENTER

(813) 327-1900

J

SINCE 1058

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday^
741

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

"FRESH
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
SAVE $3°° SAVE $2“ SAVE $2°°
30 pt. Oil Change &

Safety Check
includes Oil, Filter,

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

PLUS “Free Full Service

vTy

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Tool

CarWash.

M.TM «HHNi

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

Soft Cloth Car

CAR WASH

Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows
Polish Wax,

ULTRA

IWUE Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

Car Wash”

*24.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/2/99

13.00 ! *10.50 j
Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/2/99

Tmckioads of imDorted ceramic tile are stacked to the ceiling and
are overflowing into our parking lot for this sale. Italian, natural
stone and eleqant high gloss marble looks starting at just 990 sq.
ft H voX iSg for ceramic tile or wood, don't miss this sale.

IUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR SUPER BUYS
HIGH GLOSS
CERAMIC BLOWOUT 1 ELEGANT
13x13
J| OA
loseouts
Buy
V
■
Sq
-one of
16x16■
Ft.
Ft.
kind From
MARBLEIZED NATURAL STONE
TALIAN RUSTIC STONE
Wow! $149

Plus Tax - (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/2/99

*8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/2/99

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

s? 990
WW s,
Ft.

13x13

16x16

CARPET ROLL
AND REMNANT BONANZA
Our warehouse is jam packed with carpet rolls and remnants.
Ride our golf carts and see one of the largest inventories of
carpet seen anywhere. Berbers, textures, prints, cut & loops,
even Stainmasters at warehouse prices.

HUNDREDS OF ROLLS IW STOCK
REMNANTS

HEAVY COMMERCIAL

100s To

SttrtlngAl ■

Yd.

Stain Resistant
BERBERS

■ Sq. Ft.

99
Sq. Yd.

S?p1$2
OM_99
_ s3

______

From

Yd.

Great Looking

ES$fi99

TEXTURES

From

Sq. Yd,

CARPET STORE
TAMPA
5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

S.W. CORNER OF 22NOAVE. & 28TH ST.

N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

1

SAVE $1°°

FULL SERVICE

Under Chassis Spray &

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

FINAL WEEK TO SAVE!
CERAMIC TILE &
HARDWOOD BLOWOUT

assembled,

Buccaneer Eric Vance
Gets A New Outlook-

raise financial support for

The St. Petersburg Alumni

ST. PETERSBURG-The
St Petersburg Alumni Chapter

market. It is an important
community asset that I feel has

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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>i€wlairies

---------------- —

_____

memories her son, Joseph Bob
Smith, Jr.; daughters, Carolyn

. Pete

Mobley, Valancia Frazier,
Debra, Frances, Cora, Lawan-

Final Rites

Dawson (Marcellus); five
brothers, Willie McDowell,

Gainesville
Final Rites

da and Pamela Smith; broth

ers, Billy Thompson, Bill

Thompson, David, Van, Tan,
Curt and Bernard Thompson;
sisters, Geneva, Audrey and

Jody Thompson and a host of
other family and friends.

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL
**********

Roosevelt Simmons; one sis
ter-in-law, an aunt, loving god

departed this life June 13,

mother and a host of other

memories

family and friends. Funeral

Barbara J. Rhodes, Jackie L.

services entrusted to Chestnut

Washington and Rachel L

Funeral Home, Gainesville,

Grant; two sons, Matthew M.
and Malachi M. Grant; broth

Prayer is a
tremendous

er, Gilbert Grant; sister,
Dorothy Grant; sixteen grand

force.

children; thirty eight great

It can heal a

grandchildren; two nieces,
Geneva Grant and Evelena
Golden; four
nephews,

broken body...

Creal Funeral Home, St.
1999. He leaves to cherish his

memories his wife, Vermieh; a

stepson, Virgil Harrington; a
stepdaughter, Veronica M.
Harrington and a host of other

BARTON, LEROY “BJ”
-departed this life June 18,

1999. A native of St Peters
burg, he was a retired aircraft
mechanic and a member of

loving family and devoted stu

dents and friends. Funeral ser
vices will be held at Moore’s
Chapel Church, Saturday, June
26,1999 at 11:00 ajn.
**********

Mt Zion Progressive Baptist

Qiurch. Leroy played alto sax
and was a member of the
George Cooper Band. He was
one of the first to integrate St
Petersburg Beaches as a musi
cian. He leaves to cherish his

memories two sons, Bruce and
Garland, a daughter, Donna

JONES, ALLEN TORI-

SEAY,

ROSSANO

Ocala

Petersburg, FL
te*********

JOHANSSON, SR. - passed

Final Rites

recently. He leaves to mourn
his passing his wife, Elke; son,

Rossano, Jr.; parents, Ralph
and Annie M. Seay; brothers,

JONES,
ERMA L.
PURDY- departed this life on

Troy (Ponder), Bruce (Jen

June 4, 1999. She leaves to
cherish her memories a host of
family members and dear

nifer), Eric (Laura); grand
mother, Annie M. Reece. Sev

eral uncles and aunts and a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins, friends and a godsis-

friends.

Funeral

services

entrusted to Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville, FL.
**********

1999. He leaves to cherish his

three daughters,

CARTER, ANDREWJR.

Geoige Grant, Bill, Charles

- passed June 12, 1999. He

and Nathaniel Grant; numer

leaves to cherish his memories

ous grand nieces, nephews,

Lula Mae Dawkins; one son,

other family members and sor

Gregory Carter; two daugh
ters, Gertrude Carter and

rowing friends. Funeral ser

Annise Carter; his mother,

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

memories his companion,

Funeral Home, St. Petersburg,

MCDOWELL, EDDIE
LEE, SR. - departed this life

Patricia Johnson; son, Allen
Tori Jones, HI; daughter,

FL

June 2, 1999. He leaves to

Gertrude Carter; nine sisters:
Mary, Bessie, Queen and
Laura Carter; Rosa Bivins,
Mary Mosby, Annie King,
Roberta Cheely” and Carolyn

WALKER, RICHARD -

cherish his memory a loving

Wade; three brother-in-laws,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

departed this life June 13,
1999. He leaves to cherish his

mother, Hattie Simmons; one
daughter, Tayna McDowell

Carl Wade, James Mosby and
Frank Bivins; eight grandchil

1. SANCHEZ JR.,
OWNER

dren, a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends
foster sisters, Bertha Kyler and

vices entrusted to McRae

memories five sons, Darby B.

McDaniel; 10 grandchildren

(Willie J. dine); one son, Ter

Whaley, Kimberly, Audrey

Rodney D., Joseph D., Stanley

and two great grandchildren,

and Samantha Oliver as well
as a host of other loving fami

D. and Richard E; four daugh

rence Battle; two sisters, Sally
Hollis (John) and Elizabeth

ters, Karen L, Ann M. Walker,
Tma L. Walker-Caldwell'

services entrusted to Creal

ly and friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Creal Funeral

Funeral Home, St Petersburg,
Ft

Home, St Petersburg, FL
**********

Scott (Maress); one brother,
Qayton (Lorraine); two sis

LAWRENCE,
VIN
CENT PAUL - passed June

ters, Marjorie Walker and

(Robert),

and Marjorie R.

friends.

Funeral

services

Jakki; two stepsons, Floyd and

entrusted to Creal Funeral

Kevonte Goff; mother and

Home, St. Petersburg, FL

-/OK
I-

3

relationship....
Or restore a joy
that has been

lost..

"WE STILL CARE"

a
850 - 22nd St. South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
Answering Service
(727) 822-4944
(727) 323-6120
Fax (727) 327-8664

SANCHEZ & SON

• NOTARY • PRE-NEED
• ALL FUNERAL SERVICE FACILITY

CUNNINGHAM'S

(Summers ^Funeral Qfome

Funeral Home, PA.
"Your Friends Who Care"

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Limousine Rental Service

Joyce Govantes (Rudolph)
and a host of other family and

14,1999. He leaves to cherish
his loving memories his wife,

repair a severed

vices entrusted to Summers

ter, Sarah Lower. Funeral ser

Manning; a sister, Minnie

ing family and friends. Funeral

G/WATJ ROBERT L. -

departed this life June 12,
1999. He leaves to cherish his

Jakiyah Tyree Jones and broth
er, Sammie Lee Oliver II; five
sisters, Lori Shorter, Stephanie

along with a host of other lov

vices entrusted to Summers

Ben Simmons (Sue), King S.
Simmons (Linda), Raymond
Simmons (Jessie Mae) and

FL

Funeral services entrusted to

Corrine Boone. Funeral ser

351-0566 ...............Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St...........Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ..............Notary Public

stepfather, Patricia and Alex

Johnson; father and stepmoth
er, Vincent and Karen
Lawrence; two brothers,
Anthony (Zelia) Lawrence
and
Patrick
(Tikena)

SMITH, CHRISTINE leparted this life June 10,
1999. She leaves to cherish her

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

“Qua&y and Service”

6

I

*

A.L CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Lawrence; one sister, Joslyn
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LED.

Lawrence; maternal grandpar

Creal Funeral
Homes
I Seventh Avenue Chapel

ents, Daisy and Jackson Sim

mons, and a host of other lov
ing family and friends. Funeral
BATTLE, CHARLES departed this life recently. He
leaves to cherish his memories

Licensed Funeral
Directors

services entrusted to Creal

732-5354

Larry M. Saunders, LED.

18N.W.8thAvenue ...........................(352)372-2537

732-5353

732-5355

P.O.Box592 ........C.......................(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL32602 ..................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

■ 1940 7th Avenue South

Funeral Home, St Petersburg,
FL

1

**********

St Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

two daughters Yvette and

Angeal Battle; a brother and
sister-in-law, Aaron and Arrie
Battle; Nieces, Felicia Battle
Jones; Roberta Battle and
Montoya Kelly; Nephews,

Eddie, Kevin and Reginald
Battle, Troy White, Quentin

Barnes, Johnnie Roberson; sis
ter-in-law Paulette Johnson
and Stephanie Harris and a

host of other family and

friends.

Funeral

How wonderful are the

works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduriug love...
these are all revelations
of that. Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thanking God
for all that He has ,iven

services

j
1

Dr. M.L King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L, King Street South

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculste Matt

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

|
I

State. Approved teEmral
Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
(7t7)

sz8-o4ee

X7OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

iserv/ng From Ttoo Convenient Locations

entrusted to Creal Funeral

BENNETT, JOYCE passed June 9,1999. Her sur

vivors include two brothers,

"Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your fuuera

Harold and Howard Bennett;
two sisters, Jackie Bennett and

Linda Drayton. Funeral ser
vices entrusted to Creal Funer
al Home, St. Petersburg, FL

-O

111

Home, St Petersburg, FL

Edna L. Matt

’’Service is the Soul’s Highest Calling”

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

One ofthe most uncomfortaBfe

Since 1987

feelings is thu. oftalking about your
own funeral. Think about it—ifyou

don't talk about it now, your family

Prince Matt, Jr.

.

will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handles. Isn't it

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions

good knowing that you can arrange

to make at the death of a

for your funeral ahead oftime and.

loved one

with a monthly payment plan that best
meets your budget?

Young's
Funeral
Home

the most important one

Consider us first

Call Us....

for

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

1005 Howard Street

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Your first decision may be

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
IF YOU
HAVE
DIABETES.
TAKE A
CLOSER
LOOK AT
YOI

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

12-15-20
24-30-42
CA$H 3

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701
727-823-5145

DAY-CARE
YOUR

FOR

CHILDREN

For information contact
Bishop

Elba

Pinellas County Government, Clearwater,
Florida, has an opening for:

Reaves,

After 5:00 pm at (727)

ASSISTANT PARK SUPERVISOR

827-5297.

Salary Range: $23,605-$38,579 per year

OWN A COMPUTER?

Description: Supervisory work assisting with management

Put it to work! $25 - $75

and administration of a smalhto medium-sized County Park

hr. Pt/Ft 1-800-537-3864

operation.

www.work-from-

home.net/e-zmoney

Qualifications: .Graduation from high school; GED
Certificate or three years experience in park operations,
including one. year as a supervisor. Candidates with experi

ence in grounds maintenance, irrigation, horticulture or nat
ural sciences are welcomed. Valid Florida Drivers License.

PAR WAGES PROJECT
Operation PAR, Inc. in conjunction with the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CHIL
DREN AND FAMILIES provides substances abuse and mental health services to

944 814 265
329
703 516 802

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

-

WAGES participants and their families. These services are available at no cost to the

Applications must be received by July 6. 1999, Send to
Personnel Dept., 400 South Fort Harrison, Rm.

121,

Clearwater, FL 33756-5113. Telephone (727) 464-3367.

participant.

CLERKS/SORTERS

Services available:

• Group and individual counseling for individuals and couples
• In-home counseling
• Residential Services-up to 2 children allowed to live with their mothers in treat
ment
• Women's day treatment
• Child care may be available
• Prevention services for children
• Case management

4-8 6-2 7-5
1-6 7-3 8-2

These services are offered to help individuals and families overcome barriers to eco
UIIMM IIStlllTH (f IUUI

nomic self-sufficiency. All information is strictly confidential.

Postal positions. Clerks and
sorters. No experience required.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and
testing information call
l-(630) 906-7561 8am-8pm
7-days.

Write: 2020 Vision Place, Bethesda, MD 20892-3655

CAR-JACKING
Is

A Dangerous Problep

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA, SUNCOAST

FOR INFORMATION ON

Canngjor Pinellas County, Florida since 1977 .

Car Jack Alarms

300 East Bay Drive • Largo. Florida 33770-3770

CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

PAR can help you:

MAINTENANCE - Mainte
nance & repair of equipment
buildings & sites. House
keeping duties where neces
sary. H.S. grad/GED or voca
tional' program. Job code
22014. Reply to Operation
PAR, 6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

PROGRAM SUPPORT SPECIALIST - provides admin

• Get back to work
• Help your family
• Get a fresh start
• Services are FREE

istrative assistance to staff of Strategic & Community Planning

department. Maintains database and provides administrative

support for the Community Councils, produces Requests for

Proposals, informational reports and Board Memos, graphics

P0OL

LPN/S

RN'S

&

BEHAVIORAL TECHS -

RNs, LPNs

for work with juveniles &/or

(FL License Required)

adults (substance abuse/dual
diagnosis). Flex his. Work

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed) •

We

w eleome

when & how much you want.
Excellent pool wage w/dif-

'

1

586-4432

ferential. All shifts available.

300 E. Bay Drive

r

Largo, FL 33770-3770
I

1

Job Code 910. Reply to
Operation PAR, 6720 54th

Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL

■IHm N_____

33709 or fax 727-545-7561.

EOE/DFWP

W© Wall Oww©jbbi© T©g©A©r
As A ~

W© Wall Fail'' Owrs©lff As One,

and documents for distribution. Establishes and maintains office

For more information Contact Gerald Syrkett-At: 727-893-5438
INTERVENTION
SPE
CIALIST - FT - Provides
assessment, referral, educa
tion, consultation and fol
low-up to clients & families
in a substance abuse & men
tal health facility. BA in
Social
Work,
Human
Services or related field. 2
yrs. exp. in case management
preferred. Job Code 34606.
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Aye. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

informational systems. Works cooperatively on inter and intra

please support
I our newspaper by
PATRONIZING OUR
advertisers

r

-George Santayana

*On the spot interviews!
*Great Benefits!
*Competitive Pay!

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

• Assistant Steward Supervisor • Bartender
• Bussers * Carpenters • Dishwashers
• Engineers • Front Desk Clerk
• Housekeepers (Pay Per Room)
• Houseman • Landscapers.
• Laundry Attendants * Maintenance
• PBX Operator • Pizza Hut Supervisor
• Public Areas • Public Areas Supervisor
• Retail Sales • Room Service Attendant
• Security • Servers

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705

Gonq^atuCahioni ^3o

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
o

avs,

(lornJiLzhzcl
cjFfnobriEZ cSctioo£

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Name
Address
City_
State.
. Zip Code,
Phone_
Is this a renewal?---- If so, who is your carrier?.

< Aries

I

l/UHH

Carrier Delivery will now be:

1 Year - $18.00

a

CUssiFiEds

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

ATTENTION
Before buying,-building or renovat
ing COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROPJr

ERTY

OR

Ha ving problems with:
Zoning • Board of adjustment (BOA)
Environmental, development
Commission (EDC) • Code
.»
enforcement
Building Dept. — Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment now._____■.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813)327-1935

i

Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on. Main Street
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street
• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Myrick's Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue
Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th
Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua
Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus
Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.

•
•
•
•

Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.
Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut
Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St
Tampa Housing, West Union St

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

•
•
•
•

• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
•
•
•
•

Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
Hairealistics, 1405AN. Myrtle Ave.
C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
Condon Gardens Housing Authority

• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Copier Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

Just when you think your wal
let might not recover, magnificent aspects
on the 22nd send a shower of cash your
way. Indulge in nostalgia on the 26th.
Schedule at least one day of solid R&R
after the 27th.

Gemini

at the following locations:
1

October 23 to November 21

On the 25th, a lottery ticket or
a favorite number could come up a win
ner. Although .you’ll realize just how
blessed you are on the 26th, Neptune
granting career wishes after the 27th may
increase your happiness even more!

You can find The Weekly Challenger

Carlto
John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn).
Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street

'
The lesson you can learn from
Mercury and Saturn over the next few
weeks? Nothing happens overnight—but
your patience will pay off sooner than you
expect. Tantalize his senses with an irre
sistible meal on the 24th or 25th.

$ Taurus

6 Months - $9.00

AdvERTiSE ilM

i ";\.2L September
Libra
23 to October 22

March 21 to April 19
With Mercury retrograde for
the next three weeks, double-check sche
dules and paperwork. Allow extra time if
you're traveling oyer Thanksgiving. On the
27th, festive stars could extend your holi
day mood into the weekend.

Due to the rising costs of printing

avz

Park, FL 33781-5060. Equal opportunity Employer

Tbesday, June 29th from 1PM-5PM
Job Fair-Enoch D. Davis Center
111118th Ave. S., St. Petersburg

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We must welcome lhe future, remembering that
soon it will be the past; and M-e must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly pos sible.

viewed beginning 6/25/99. Position open until filled. Send to

Personnel, Juvenile Welfare Board, 6698 68th Ave. N., Pinellas

Trade Winds & Sandpiper Beach Resorts

CITY OF

READING IS VITAL
FOR THE MIND’

departmental teams, through the support of established team
objectives and .timeframes. Hiring range $18,427.09$22,328.07 ($9.45-$11.45/Hr) Applications/Resumes will be re

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

t November 22 to December 21

I Jom* With Mercury retrograde, you're
relaxed, maybe enough to halt your hectic
pace and smell the roses. On the 22nd.
leave a love poem on his pillow. Compare
long-distance calling plans after the 27th—
your phone's about to get a workout!

' 4*

“

On the 22nd. your cosmic
birthday party starts off with a delightful
bang; expect your energy to snowball for
the next month or more. With so much to
be thankful for. Thanksgiving will have
special significance this year!

Cancer

|

Capricorn

I

The Moon throws a bright spot

June 22 to July 22

December 22 to January 19

While spiritual aspects high
light your nurturing talents, you find volun
teer work attractive. With Mercury retro
grade for the next three weeks, always
check your change and keep a calendar to
avoid missed appointments.

light on your career come the 22nd and
23rd. but save any point-earning overtime
for after the holiday. Out-of-town guests
could make this year's festivities extra spe
cial. Hobbies are favored after the 27th.

Aquarius
July 23 to August 22

I

■■■ After the Sun enters Sag

ittarius on the 22nd. you’re in for a month
long passion blitz! Speculative ventures
and creative projects should also benefit
from this brilliant transit. Need a jolt of
energy? Hang out with the kids!

,x • ,

.--V'.
With the Moon highlighting your
popularity on the 24th and 25th. you’ll
have your pick of party invitations. Never
one to follow the crowd, you could become
a trendsetter by impressing others with
your unique sense of style on the 27th.

I ..A3 Virgo
August 23 to September 22

I JBR.1 Under Jupiter’s transit of Pis
ces. you'll benefit from chance upon
chance for lasting, true happiness. You
won't be able to stop smiling on the 26th.
Tired of working so hard? Hang in there
until the 27th to reap fabulous rewards.

January 20 to February 18

■

ONT'

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

m Friends', co-workers, even ac
quaintances are treating you like royalty.
They're not crazy—you re just enjoying the
side effect of the Sun. Mercury. Venus and
Pluto lounging in Sagittarius! Surround
yourself with family on the 26th.
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Sweet & ripe

PriCes good Wednesday, June 23, thru Tuesday, June 29, 1999.
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